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Patented memory hinge.
Complete seal every time.
Press-fit gasket installation.
No silicone needed.

Superior odor control. Extra drainage protection.
Side hinge operation.
Allows unobstructed flow in
heavy drainage situations.

Patented
pressure relief valve.
Prevents air lock.

Deeper wall SureSeal® Plus
models stop up to 5 ft of
head pressure

Thicker substrate.
Longer seal life.

SureSeal® waterless in-line drain trap seal
solves odor and bug problems associated
with infrequently used floor drains.
Patented memory hinge and pressure release
valve deliver superior, longer lasting operation.
● Quickly/effectively solve odor problems
● For use in any drain - in any location
● Eliminate the need for trap primer
● Replace a failed trap primer
● Certified to ASSE 1072

SureSeal®
Plus

SureSeal®
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Fits both cast iron or plastic floor drains.

RectorSeal ® 2601 Spenwick Drive - Houston, TX 77055 800-231-3345
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COMPLIANCE WITH 21ST CENTURY
STANDARDS OF CARE MEANS RETHINKING
YOUR 20TH CENTURY PLUMBING SYSTEM.
We introduced digital water temperature control to the world with The Brain®.
We brought you SAGE®, the most advanced monitoring and documentation
software available. Now we're combining our state-of-the-art technology with
system design for a simpler, smaller, multi-zone digital plumbing system that
dramatically improves compliance with today's standards of care.

SAGE® gives you access to real-time dashboard monitoring and alerts, and enables
veriﬁcation of compliance with digital recordkeeping and reports. The Brain® oﬀers
more consistent temperature, less maintenance and simpler protocol for standards
of care that endorse thermal disinfection, such as OSHA, NYDOH, CDC and VA 1061.
To learn more, visit armstronginternational.com/zoned-solution
©2017 Armstrong International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Editor’s Letter
Sarah Cimarusti, Editor

sarah@tmbpublishing.com

Read All About It

L

ately, I’ve been reading a lot of the news with one hand hovering
over one eye, but it makes no difference; it’s still the same. I will
date myself when I say this, but I’ll say it anyway: I can barely
remember a time when I was reading newspapers instead of clicking
on ominous, algorithm-generated headlines. Maybe you remember
the news when the paper was hot. When it was less tailored to fit your
fancy, which, let’s be honest, is both good and bad.
Speaking of good news though, I have some: we have a new website,
PHCPpros. Maybe you’ve gotten a chance to familiarize yourself with
it. Collectively, for more than 100 years, The Wholesaler, PHC News
and Plumbing Engineer magazines have been the trusted information
sources for distributors, contractors and engineers in the plumbing,
heating, cooling and piping industry. PHCPpros will help us continue
to deliver up-to-date industry news.
More good news: since our launch we’ve had over 70,000 page
views.
Do you like what you see? Have any feedback? Let us know!
We want to know what’s going on with you. Plain and simple. Have
an interesting project or campaign you’re working on? Any community
work you’d like to share? New promotions? Send us your latest news
to editor@phcppros.com, and your news could end up on our new
website, which is quickly gaining traction and eyeballs.
Last but not least, I wanted to give a quick shoutout to our newest
columnist, BF Nagy! Nagy specializes in sustainable technology
solutions, government energy initiatives and modern economics. He
writes for magazines, journals and clean tech organizations all over the
world. He recently completed 15 years of expert interviews for a book
that is nearing completion, entitled "The New Energy Age." Check out
his first ever column for us on page 26! 2
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Industry News

F.W. Webb Offers Environmental Cleanup
Services
The F.W. Webb Company’s Alliance Environmental
Group has entered into a strategic partnership with NRC
(National Response Corporation), a global provider of
environmental, industrial and emergency response solutions.
With the acquisition of Alliance Environmental Group
last fall, F.W. Webb Co. began offering a broad range of
environmental testing, remediation and consulting services to commercial, institutional and industrial customers.

In addition to addressing unexpected environmental emergencies, Alliance Environmental Group handles
planned needs pertaining to land use, construction, expansion, maintenance, operations, compliance reporting, regular audits, etc. Among a wide-range of services offered
are the following:
• Air-quality testing, remediation and compliance
• Environmental due diligence
• Hazardous materials management, including disposal
• Leaks and spills
• Permitting, planning and compliance
• Professional engineering services
• Storm water and waste water management
• Sustainability and optimization programs
Visit www.nrcc.com and www.allianceenvironmentalgroup.com

Uponor Expands PEX Pipe Manufacturing
Uponor North America announced that the company has signed an agreement to purchase an existing
237,000-square-foot manufacturing facility and office
space in Hutchinson, Minnesota. The $6.35 million
investment is located about 70 miles west from its North
American headquarters in Apple Valley, Minnesota.
“The NRC strategic alliance broadens the scope of the
F.W. Webb Company’s Alliance Environmental Group
to provide turnkey environmental solutions,” said Felix
Perriello, president of Alliance Environmental Group.
“With the expertise and global reach of NRC, Alliance
Environmental Group now has the capacity to respond
quickly and effectively to customers’ environmental emergencies and hazardous spills anywhere in the U.S.”
Alliance Environmental Group is staffed by highly
experienced environmental scientists, engineers and technicians. The team brings vitally important environmental
services to sensitive industries and customers, such as:
• Construction
• Commercial property owners and brokers
• Power/energy production and distribution
• Pulp/paper processing
• Municipalities
• Food/beverage production
• Labs and medical facilities
• Manufacturing and electroplating
• Chemical production, use and handling
• Pharmaceutical and life Sciences
“As a strategic partner of F.W. Webb and Alliance
Environmental Group, NRC is at the ready 24/7 to
respond to their customers’ environmental needs on a toppriority basis,” said Max Forsythe, Business Development
Manager at NRC. “Immediate and effective spill response
and emergency services, particularly the ability to assemble a highly trained response team rapidly in any location,
are what F.W. Webb customers can count on.”
8/Plumbing Engineer
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The company, which manufactures crosslinked polyethylene (PEX) pipe and related products, is growing
its U.S. manufacturing operations to support continued
opportunities in commercial and residential construction.
Uponor expects the closing to occur by late August 2017,
and become operational by early 2019.
Previously owned by Hutchinson Technology Inc.
(HTI)/TDK, the building will be renovated to manufacture
Uponor PEX pipe that is used in the company’s plumbing,
fire sprinkler, radiant heating and cooling systems.
“Uponor is seeing unprecedented product demand as a
result of continued growth in commercial and residential
construction,” says Bill Gray, president of Uponor North
America. “This investment will allow Uponor to increase
production capacity as we build a future on innovation,
education and advocacy to better serve our customers
September 2017
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Does your hot water check out
when guests check in?
A cold shower makes
everyone scream.
Whether it’s the Innovation, AM Series or
SmartPlate, AERCO’s hot water solutions
deliver superior uptime reliability and
precise temperature control in a whisperquiet, compact footprint. AERCO can help
keep rooms filled and guests happy.
AERCO’s hot water solutions. Performance
you’ll never have reservations about.

800.526.0288 | aerco.com
©2017 AERCO
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Industry News
while also growing the state’s manufacturing workforce.”
This is the 11th expansion since Uponor began operations in Minnesota in 1990.
The purchase of the new facility comes on the heels
of Uponor’s announcement in May that it will expand its
Apple Valley manufacturing facility with a $17.4 million
investment. That expansion is expected to be completed
by January 2018. This newest acquisition will bring the
company’s total footprint in North America to more than
1 million square feet.

American Fire Protection Group Inc. Recognized
by National Organization
American Fire Protection Group Inc. has been awarded the American Fire Sprinkler Association’s (AFSA)
Quality Contractor recognition, a program recognizing
fire protection companies that exhibit the highest commitment to corporate responsibility and standards.
American Fire Protection Group President and CEO,
Mike Gengler said: “Being designated as a Quality
Contractor through the America Fire Sprinkler Association
is a great testimony to the impact of AFPG’s sustained
efforts to uphold our corporate values: safety and risk;
management first; caring and enduring relationships with

10/Plumbing Engineer
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others; honesty and integrity; excellence on all levels; and
fulfilling work. We take great pride in the work we do at
AFPG and will continue to focus on our mission to be the
leading solutions provider within the life safety industry
— always bringing our finest effort, exceptional ideas and
incomparable character to every project.”
The Quality Contractor (QC) program publicly recognizes and honors firms that have documented commitment
in four areas of corporate responsibility: safety, training,
quality of life (employee benefits) and industry and community relations.
Visit www.afpgusa.com

Enviro Water Products Appoints Franklin James
as Manufacturer Sales Rep
Enviro Water Products, a manufacturer of water filtration and conditioning solutions, selected Franklin James
as its manufacturer sales rep. The firm serves areas of
the Rocky Mountains including southern Idaho, Utah,
Colorado and Wyoming.
“Due to the wide array of water sources throughout
the Rocky Mountains, we recognized an increasing need
for water treatment solutions,” noted Mark Evans, co-
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Industry News
owner of Franklin James. “We know adding the Enviro
Water Products line will provide us with a strong growth
opportunity, as water quality is an issue that remains topof-mind among wholesalers/distributors, contractors and
homeowners.”
“Enviro Water Products’ new partnership with Franklin
James is exciting and very timely,” said Ronald Lemme,
sales director, West, Enviro Water Solutions LLC.
“Franklin James is well known in the region for in-depth
industry experience and always delivering quality solutions, and together we are looking forward to solving the
water quality issues faced by the region’s customers.”
Visit www.envirowaterproducts.com

Sloan Releases Additional Declare Labels to
Flushometer Line
Sloan is building upon its commitment to sustainable
product transparency by adding additional Declare labels
to its Royal Flushometer line.
Declare, developed by The Living Future Institute, is
a transparency platform and product database allowing
manufacturers to publicly “declare” the life cycle sustain-

ability of their products or projects based on the inclusion
of environment- and occupant-friendly materials and
chemicals.
After publishing an Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD), Health Product Declaration (HPD) and Declare
label for many of its most popular commercial restroom
products in March, Declare has approved Sloan’s Royal
111 manual flushometer in both chrome and PVD finishes.
“As flush volumes continue to decrease, an important
balance needs to be struck between sanitation and conservation with water reduction only able to go so far before
compromising hygiene,” said Patrick Boyle, director of
corporate sustainability at Sloan.
With its Royal flushometer product line, Sloan’s chrome
finish has been approved by Declare as Living Building
Challenge (LBC) compliant, while Sloan’s PVD finish has
been approved as LBC Red List Free. Sloan worked with
highly regarded third-party organizations to publish a full
disclosure of material toxins and environmental impacts.
In addition to LBC, other green building frameworks
like USGBC’s LEED v4 are a driving force behind
Declare, EPDs and HPDs. Certified products are eligible
for the LEED v4 Material Resources credits and Declare
labeled products are required for LBC projects. As green
building design continues to evolve, more architects and
designers seeking the next high-profile project are insist-

We Were
Lead-Free Before
There Was HD
Concast Has Been Manufacturing
Lead-Free Alloys Since 1993.
Since 1993, Concast Metal Products Co. has manufactured and sold millions of pounds of
lead-free replacement alloys for pipes, fittings, faucets and other plumbing components.
Concast offers more than 100 standard stocked sizes of C89835 – a lead-free replacement, as a
standard-stocked inventory item. This alloy is also a suitable replacement for C836 and C844.
Our C89835 has a max lead content of 0.05%, compliant with the 3874 Reduction in Lead in Drinking
Water Act (effective January 2014), supporting the market demand for lead-free material.
©2017 Concast Metal Products Co.
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ing on certifications that take a whole-building approach
to sustainability.
Full reports are available on Sloan’s website. The following Sloan products currently hold EPDs, HPDs and
Declare labels:
• EPD and HPD
• Top-Selling Manual Diaphragm and Piston
Flushometers
• Declare Labels
• Royal Flushometers: Royal 111/Royal 113/Royal
115/Royal 116/Royal 186
• Waterfree Urinals: WES-4000/WES-7000
• Waterfree Urinals: WES-1000
• Hybrid Urinals: HYB-4000/HYB-7000
• Hybrid Urinals: HYB-1000
Visit www.sloan.com

Armstrong Expands Shanghai Office
Armstrong Fluid Technology has announced a new
address for its Shanghai office, which will now serve as
both a regional sales excellence center and headquarters
for the company’s operations in China and Asia Pacific.
“Our new location and expanded role in Shanghai will
allow Armstrong to collaborate more effectively with local
engineers and help building mangers provide their tenants

with more comfortable and energy-efficient environments,” said Boyd Tan, Armstrong commercial director in
Asia, and country leader in China.
Tan added that the larger office space would also
accommodate future growth.
Visit www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com

IAPMO UES Releases Updated Mark Usage
Guide
IAPMO Uniform Evaluation Services (UES) has
released a Mark Usage Guide, a tool that will help those

e
e
D

To learn more about our lead-free alloys,
please visit www.concast.com.
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Industry News
using IAPMO’s marks of
conformity maximize the
value of their certification
through the proper display
and implementation of the
marks.
The guide, available via
free download from UES’
website, displays each
mark and describes the
many benefits that may be
derived from its use.
Bearing the UES mark
of conformity provides
assurance to regulatory
personnel, contractors,
specifiers, installers and
end-users that products have been evaluated and encourages a review of the evaluation report for product-specific
recognition details.
“The completely updated, illustrated version of the
Mark Usage Guide will be a great reference for our valued
customers to make sure IAPMO’s marks of conformity are
being used correctly,” said Richard Beck, PE, CBO, MCP,
vice president of UES.
Visit www.iapmo.org

14/Plumbing Engineer
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ICC Supports Water Efficiency Improvement Act
The International Code Council (ICC) has supported
the Water Efficiency Improvement Act of 2017 introduced
by New Mexico Senator Tom Udall and Ohio Senator Rob
Portman. This bipartisan legislation authorizes the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) WaterSense
program, a voluntary public-private partnership that offers
a sway for consumers to identify water-efficient products.
WaterSense products, such as certain types of toilets,
showerheads, lavatory faucets, urinals and irrigation controllers, use 20 percent less water than standard plumbing
products. Since its creation in 2006, WaterSense has conserved more than 2.1 trillion gallons of water and saved
American families $46.3 billion in water and energy bills,
according to the EPA.
“In concert with our members, partners and others, the
Code Council has actively engaged with Congressional
leaders to support the authorization of this important program,” said ICC Chief Executive Officer Dominic Sims,
CBO. “WaterSense is a great example of how government
and industry can come together to support water conservation efforts.”
The Code Council develops the International Plumbing
Code and the International Residential Code, the preeminent model codes used in the U.S. and many other coun-
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Industry News
Power Design Adds MEP
Capabilities

tries, which provide regulations for
plumbing facilities in buildings and
homes. In addition, ICC Evaluation
Service is a licensed provider of
WaterSense certifications and works
with plumbing manufacturers to
evaluate their company’s WaterSense
products.
Visit www.iccsafe.org

Power Design Inc. has expanded
its electrical and low voltage offerings to include full mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) engineering services.

Certified!

Say goodbye to
under-the-sink
thermostatic
valves.

In support of the expansion,
Raymond Lemaster recently joined
Power Design to lead a growing
group of mechanical engineers. With
more than 10 years of MEP experience, Lemaster is a registered professional engineer (PE) and qualified
commissioning provider (QCxP).
He previously held positions as
the director of engineering with
MAAMECH Engineering Services
and as project manager at JMT
Engineering, with an education in
mechanical engineering and HVAC.
“Some of the challenges our customers face in hiring standalone
electrical and mechanical engineers
is multiple points of contact and
lack of coordination,” said Misha
Zeltser, vice president of engineering
at Power Design. “In effort to fulfill
the needs of our customers, our new
in-house mechanical engineers will
be able to provide complete MEP
design offerings. Unlike our competitors who typically create MEP
firms via acquisition, this will be an
organically grown team that aligns
seamlessly with our existing business
model and culture.”
Lemaster’s team of mechanical
engineers will spend the next year
learning Power Design’s business
model and the best ways to integrate,
with the expectation to take on new
MEP design projects mid-2018.

Duravit Launches Fifth
Annual Designer Dream Bath
Competition
Introducing a new, all-in-one thermostatic solution
for restroom applications.
The new 420-T Series combines Chicago Faucets
durability with integrated scald protection. The result
is a solid, easy-to-install restroom faucet that
complies with ASSE 1070 requirements. There’s
no need to install a separate thermostatic mixing
valve below the sink. With the 420-T, everything
you need to meet current building codes and protect
users against scalding is built right into the faucet.
For more information, call 800/323-5060
or visit www.chicagofaucets.com.

16/Plumbing Engineer
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Duravit USA is hosting its fifth
annual Designer Dream Bath
Competition just in time for the company’s 200th anniversary. The competition asks designers to showcase
how Duravit products can help compose a dream bathroom, with project
submissions in either the finished
Built category, or conceptual Unbuilt
category.
The Built category will continue
this year after its launch in 2015, with
submissions representing various
designer projects featuring Duravit
products from the last five years.
The Unbuilt category asks designers to envision spaces with the latest
September 2017
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Industry News
Duravit collections. Both categories cater to residential,
commercial and hospitality design projects and concepts.
The winners will receive $10,000 (Unbuilt) and $5,000
(Built) of their favorite Duravit products to make their
own dream bath a reality.
The competition closes on Friday, September 8.
Winners are selected by a top panel of design editors
and are announced during Duravit Design Week, October
2017 in New York City.
Visit www.duravit.us

Chicago Faucets Releases New Brochure
Chicago Faucets introduced a new brochure entitled
“Electronic Faucets – Performance You Can Count On.”
The new brochure presents details on the entire range of
Chicago Faucets electronic sensor faucets in one handy
resource. The brochure helps users efficiently choose from
a wide selection of faucet models and unique configurations to match any application.
Electronic faucets from Chicago Faucets include the
EQ Series with built-in intelligence; HyTronic Series faucets with enhanced programming options; the E-Tronic
40, designed for plug-and-play installations; and the EFS
Hand Wash System, an automated, touch-free faucet
that delivers soap and water in a pre-defined sequence.

Power options include hard-wire and plug-in AC operation, battery operation, and the exclusive Self-Sustaining
Power System (SSPS),
which uses the flow of
water to generate power.
HyTronic and E-Tronic
40 faucets are available with an Emergency
Backup Power System
(EBPS) to keep faucets operating during a
power outage.
Chicago
Faucets
is committed to water
conservation as a proud
partner of WaterSense,
a program sponsored
by the EPA. Chicago
Faucets is also a charter
sponsor of the Alliance
for Water Efficiency, a broad-based non-profit organization that is dedicated to the efficient and sustainable use
of water.
Go to http://bit.ly/2v7rdFt to download the Electronic
Faucets brochure or call 800-566-2100 to request a copy.
Visit www.chicagofaucets.com

The economical
conomical
solution to your
our hot
water heating
ting needs...
in an INSTANT!
ANT!

Available Worldwide
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 5 5 - 8 11 0

www.thrushco.com
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Recommended Uses:
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• Cafeterias
• Supermarkets
• Dairies
• Food Processing
Plants

The PVCeptor® SANITARY FLOOR SINK
Features and Benefits:

• PVC offers excellent resistance to chemicals—will not chip, rust or corrode
• Easy to handle, easy to install
• Smooth, uniform interior pitched surfaces allow for easy cleaning—no standing water
• Grates: PVC, Acid Resistant Coated Cast Iron or Nickel Bronze for a variety of specifications
• Material tests show NO distortion from water temperature up to 200 degree F
• IAPMO Listed, File No. 2695
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From the President’s Pen
Mitch Clemente, CPD, FASPE
2016–2018 ASPE President
aspepres@aspe.org
The 2017 installment of the ASPE Technical Symposium is almost upon us. In a few short weeks, starting
on October 19, we will be gathering in Montreal to enjoy and experience this exciting event. The Education
Committee has developed some very interesting technical sessions that should be of interest to everyone. Each
educational program offers CEUs, so what better way to gain continuing education credit than by attending
as many of these sessions as possible? This year we have five tracks and dozens of topics to pick from, and each
session will help increase your plumbing engineering awareness and expertise. In addition to the sessions, we
are offering tours of a local wastewater treatment facility and a full-day Intermediate Plumbing Design Workshop, but you need to sign up in advance to participate in these two options.
A new feature at the Symposium this year is a two-day product show. The hours on the show floor have been
increased for Montreal due to the larger size of the facility, and this will allow you more time to spend with as
many exhibitors as possible. In case you did not already know, we are holding a party for all full registrants on
Saturday night at the Grevin Wax Museum. This is another new component of the Symposium, so hopefully
you can join us. For young professionals, we will be hosting an AYP Leadership Academy and a networking
event. All of the information about the Symposium can be found at 2017tech.aspe.org, so take a few minutes
and see how you can increase your plumbing engineering knowledge. Just as a reminder, if you are not a Canadian citizen, you will need to bring your up-to-date passport to join the festivities—you don’t want to be left
hanging at the border. Merci (thank you) and à bientôt (see you soon) in Montreal!
The Professional Engineer Working Group is still going strong and moving forward thanks to the efforts of
its members. The Working Group is continuing to reach out to our licensed ASPE members and ask them to
support this initiative by writing letters to their state board of registration. We are also asking our members
to request a timeslot on their state board’s agenda for the next meeting so they can present the importance of
this initiative in person. As I mentioned before, Ohio and Arizona have agreed to support this initiative, but
we need at least eight more states to see the benefit of a plumbing option under the mechanical engineering PE
exam. Our proposal will soon be presented to the California state board thanks to the generous contribution
of the Orange County Chapter in supporting these efforts. We are also in the process of getting on the meeting agenda and speaking in front of the Georgia and Pennsylvania state boards. Letters of support have been
sent to the Alabama, Michigan, Massachusetts, Virginia, Indiana, and New York state boards. As you can see,
we are moving in the right direction, and thanks go to our ASPE members for helping carry the torch in these
efforts to achieve our goal. The Region Directors will continue to remind our Chapter Officers to get involved
and will be asking them to reach out to their local members for help. The more people that write letters of support and present the idea before their respective state boards, the better chance we have of achieving our goal.
During our most recent Board meeting, we talked about the Strategic Blueprint and goals for the Society.
The content of this document was developed through the efforts of the Long-Range Planning Committee,
the Board of Directors, and Staff. The 2012–2015 Strategic Blueprint had many different ideas and goals for
the Society, and many of these objectives were achieved through a lot of hard work and effort by everyone
involved. I believe the Society has grown, and our operations have improved over the past few years thanks to
the vision of those involved in creating the document. We are now in the process of reviewing the Blueprint
and will be updating the goals and objectives. The Long-Range Planning Committee has already provided us
with their ideas for the future, and we will add the Board’s and Staff ’s thoughts on where this Society needs to
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go. The purpose of this Society is to enhance and promote the profession of plumbing engineering, and we will continue to strive to be the
leading source and authority in this industry. Some of the goals we are
looking to achieve in the near future include improving overall Society
operations, growing our relationships with other associations in the
industry, enhancing the membership experience, improving technical presentations and publications, and ensuring that our members,
regardless of their experience and time in this industry, become a
more valuable resource for their employers and clients because of their
involvement with ASPE.
ASPE’s Policy and Operations Manual is a living document that can
be updated whenever necessary by the Board and Staff. This is different
than the Bylaws, which can only be changed by a vote of the Delegates
during an official Business Meeting at the Convention. How we do
business as a Society can, and will, change over time. We typically
need to make some adjustments so the manual is current with our
needs and how we are operating. Sometimes we need to make changes
to clarify Society procedures or further define the roles of our committees and their leaders. The latest P&O Manual is always available
on the ASPE website, and I would encourage our members to review it
when they have some time. There is a lot of good information in that
document, and it should answer most of your questions about how the
Society operates. The manual explains the roles and responsibilities
of Society and Chapter Officers and includes information on Chapter
operations, ASPE programs, awards, and membership, and a copy of
the Bylaws is also included. Hopefully you have found what you were
looking for in the manual, and if not, please let me know.
Thought for the day: If you have paid your ASPE membership dues,
why not attend your monthly Chapter meetings and participate? When
I purchase something at the store, it is for a specific reason and I want
a return on my investment. The same should hold true for an ASPE
membership. Take advantage of your hard-earned dollars and get some
value for being a member.

WOA Announces the 2017 ASPE Technical
Symposium Scholarship Recipient

Congratulations go to Kari Rosteck of ASPE’s Eastern Michigan
Chapter who was awarded the Women of ASPE (WOA) scholarship
to attend the 2017 ASPE Technical Symposium in Montreal this fall.
Kari is a mechanical engineer at Stantec, has been in the profession for
one year, and joined ASPE last June. The scholarship will cover registration, hotel, travel, and expenses to attend this year’s Symposium.
Congrats again Kari!

The 3Q17 Education Newsletter Is Available
In this edition, you can read about Legionella and plumbing systems,
construction administration, the 2018 CPD Exam, and how to host
an ASPE workshop in your area, as well as find a coupon to view an
archived ASPE webinar. You can find the newsletter at aspe.org/
EducationalProgramsTools.
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WOA Membership Drive Has Begun!
Through December 31, 2017, the ASPE member (man or woman) who
recruits the most new women members will win $500 that can be used
toward any ASPE product, program, or service. Details on the drive
can be found at aspe.org/woa-membership-drive, and you can contact
skidd@aspe.org with questions.

New Chapter Officer Tools Are Available
On our Chapter Officers Resource Page (aspe.org/OfficerForms), you
now can find brochures on “How to Create a Chapter Ambassador
Program” and “How to Host an ASPE Convention/Symposium.” A
Chapter Ambassador Program is a great way to welcome new members
to your Chapter and reinforce the benefits of membership, and the new
brochure will help you implement this program in your Chapter.

NSF International Renews as an ASPE
Affiliate Sponsor

NSF International is a global independent organization that writes
standards and tests and certifies products for the water, food, health
sciences, and consumer goods industries to minimize adverse health
effects and protect the environment. To learn more about how ASPE’s
Affiliate Sponsor program can increase your company’s visibility in the
plumbing engineering community, contact ASPE Director of Affiliate
Relations, Brian Henry, at bhenry@aspe.org or 847-296-0002 x235.

EducationalProgram&Tools

webinar
Series

Professional Liability
Issues for Engineers
Presented by Peter D. Welin,
a 2017 Tech Symposium Speaker

September 13, 2017 - 2 p.m. EDT

aspe.org/ProfLiab
8/22/17 11:29 AM
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From the Executive’s Desk
William “Billy” Smith, FASPE
ASPE Executive Director/CEO
bsmith@aspe.org

Recently, I was invited to address the National Society of Professional
Engineers (NSPE) Board of Directors to discuss ways that our associations could work collaboratively in assisting the advancement of initiatives closely connected to our respective memberships and the industry
as a whole. I would like to give proper thanks to NSPE President,
Thomas Roberts, PE, FNSPE, F.ASEE, NSPE Immediate Past President, Kodi Verhalen, PE, FNSPE, Esq., and NSPE Executive Director,
Mark Golden, CAE, FASAE, for the opportunity.
I provided my ideas as to some of those areas to be considered and
also some thoughts on how ASPE’s mission is closely harmonized with
that of NSPE. Both associations are keenly focused on protecting the
health and safety of the public, which is conveyed in the first lines of
ASPE’s mission statement: “The American Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE) is the international organization for professionals skilled
in the design, specification, and inspection of plumbing systems. ASPE
is dedicated to the advancement of the science of plumbing engineering,
to the professional growth and advancement of its members, and to the
health, welfare, and safety of the public.”
Also, it’s important to both ASPE and NSPE to remain focused on
maintaining the ethics and advancement of our professions through
our joint efforts, not just domestically, but on a global basis as well.
Yes, it is important to focus on growing our membership; however, an
additional importance is to continue increasing benefits in all areas of
our membership structure, categories, and locations, as ASPE promotes
membership worldwide, with members in the United States, Canada,
Asia, Mexico, South and Central America, the South Pacific, Australia,
Europe, Africa, the Caribbean, and the Middle East.
Most importantly, ASPE strives to represent our members and promote the profession among all segments of the industry.
Having shared ASPE’s goal with NSPE’s Board members, I conveyed
that ASPE is on the same page with NSPE as to one of the more frequently spoken about topics during their conference, and that is the
protection and advancement of licensure of the Professional Engineer.
ASPE supports and encourages the PE registration and the applicable
processes, and ASPE promotes professional ethics and the advancement
of the role of the Professional Engineer.
ASPE would welcome a collaborative relationship to allow for opportunities to work alongside NSPE regarding our support of licensure as
needed—a relationship that would provide both of our memberships
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with the opportunity to assist each other by participating in committees and rule-making matters. Such a relationship would also provide a
mechanism for cooperation through a voluntary exchange of information on common educational, technical, scientific, legislative, and regulatory matters that affect the plumbing industry, plumbing engineering
and design, and engineering professionals both in the United States and
on a global scale.
Our relationship recognizes that the plumbing engineer/designer and
the Professional Engineer have a shared interest in the objective that
plumbing and mechanical systems are designed in a manner that safeguards public health and safety. Both ASPE and NSPE can see that the
rapid changes in technologies and standards/codes create a need among
our members for increased education regarding the emerging technical,
scientific, legislative, and regulatory developments in the market. With
that said, an additional vehicle to share and advise would be the ability
for both organizations to provide liaisons to participate in future meetings or committee efforts. This would allow both organizations to assist
in the dissemination of updates, activities, and decisions.
Additionally, we need to work cooperatively in promoting the engineering profession and the need for professional engineering licensure
and/or certification programs as well promoting the image of professional engineering and its ethical responsibilities to the public. ASPE
and NSPE could also work jointly to provide presentation opportunities to each other’s stakeholders regarding engineering laws and rules,
overall activities, or updates and activities of the National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) where applicable.
While ASPE sees the need for and understands the importance of
supporting certification for engineers and designers via the CPD and
CPDT programs, professional registration to protect the public’s health
and safety is one of ASPE’s top priorities as well. The practice of engineering encompasses many disciplines that contain many specific subdisciplines. One such sub-discipline not currently represented within
the subset of Mechanical Engineering is plumbing systems. Through a
collaborative relationship, ASPE seeks the support of the NSPE Board
in adding a Plumbing Option to the NCEES Mechanical Engineering
Principles and Practice (PP) exam.
At one time, plumbing was attached to mechanical engineering
because it was felt to be simplistic enough that any mechanical engineer
with an ABET-accredited BSME degree could adequately handle the
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demands of the discipline. However, plumbing engineering continues
to become more complex than it was in the past. Plumbing has a greater
impact on the public’s health, safety, and welfare than ever before, and
it will only continue to grow in importance.
Looking at where we are today, some of the systems that the plumbing engineer must design and manage are domestic/potable water
(including specialized systems such as distilled, softened, deionized,
reverse osmosis, graywater, and black water, among others), sanitary
waste and vent (with specialized systems such as clinical, medical,
laboratory, and kitchen waste systems along with the removal of FOG),
stormwater removal and reuse, fuel systems, industrial gases (oxygen,
nitrogen, acetylene, argon, carbon dioxide, and others), medical gas
systems (oxygen, medical air, instrument air, vacuum, waste anesthesia
gas disposal, and others), laboratory gas systems (which can feature
medical gases, industrial gases, fuels, etc.), and sustainable systems such
as rainwater and waste reclamation systems.
When one considers the design and regulatory requirements, plumbing engineering has achieved a complexity all of its own. It is for these
reasons that a plumbing option placed within the framework of the
Mechanical Engineering Principles and Practice examination has
become a necessity for the engineering community and the public.
This will ensure that the PEs signing and sealing plumbing documents
have a level of verifiable knowledge and competency of the discipline,
and the welfare and safety of the public at large will be addressed and
protected.
ASPE’s desire is only for the inclusion of a plumbing option consistent with the procedures and policies in the model that exists today
by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET),
NCEES, and state boards.
ASPE is appreciative of the recent assistance given by NCEES as
to our first steps in this process. The states of Ohio and Arizona have
agreed to this initiative. Pennsylvania, Georgia, and California are
working with us as to a meeting agenda appointment. Additionally, we
are working with Alabama, Indiana, Michigan, Massachusetts, New
York, and Virginia, and more to come in these efforts.
A couple of brief reminders: ASPE is not pursuing the development
of Plumbing Engineering as a stand-alone discipline (such as Civil,
Electrical, Fire Protection, or Mechanical Engineering). Additionally,
ASPE is not attempting to create a separate designation of “Plumbing
Engineer,” as all candidates who successfully complete the necessary
steps to licensure are considered Professional Engineers.
While some states employ discipline-specific titles, most states do
not use this type of designation. ASPE is just seeking an avenue for the
proper licensing, not certification, of individuals who have the necessary qualifications.
Registration would allow those engineers who have obtained a qualifying degree from an ABET-accredited course of study and the requisite
experience under the responsible charge of a Registered Engineer to
ultimately sit for the MEPP exam and take it under the option of
“Plumbing.”
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By providing a path to plumbing professional registration (which
does not exist in the mechanical discipline), those who choose to practice in our discipline will have a viable career path to licensure, which
can only make a career in plumbing engineering much more attractive.
(And, as older practitioners within our discipline are retiring, the need
for new blood is becoming more and more acute). We also will have a
measurable level of competency established, and, most importantly, the
health, safety, and welfare of the public at large would be addressed.

ASPE

Mentoring
Program
aspe.org/aspe-mentoring-program

New ASPE Members
Alabama Chapter
Raymond Todd Jordan
Rory J. O’Malley
Atlanta Chapter
Bryan Ward Scarborough
Boston Chapter
Jeremy Wayne Ryan
Buffalo-Niagara Chapter
Jason Alan Dodge
Central Indiana Chapter
Thomas Eugene Kientz
Benjamin Mark Laviolette
Julia Mauck
Central Texas Chapter
James W. Fannin
Jason W. Robison
Craig D. Schooler
Kasey Smith
Cleveland Chapter
Nicholas Arthur Tabar
Dallas/Ft. Worth Chapter
David Dwayne Laughlin, PE
Amiya Panigrahi, PE
Aaron Cole Reck
Dalton C. Stevens
Eastern Michigan Chapter
Noach Klein
Laura Schell
Greater Toronto Area Chapter
Ali Ismail Alhusseini
Travis D. Waterman

Houston Chapter
Anthony Michael Gunn
Mark Steven Letsos Jr.
Rudy Luna
Johnstown Chapter
Samantha Garcia Fox
Los Angeles Chapter
Sarah Deunay
Martin Hurtado
Benjamin Michael Kampen
Melvin Leo Pao
Marcin Michal Szyszkowski
Member at Large
Cameron Dwight Gifford
Minnesota Chapter
Brent Orlando Carlson
New Jersey Chapter
Michael K. Hartman
Andrea Lynn Uhl
New York City Chapter
Mengqian Gao
Linsun Sunny
Omaha Chapter
Nathan Bowman
Sarah Toy
Phoenix Chapter
Nicholas Anthony Savaglio
San Francisco Chapter
Chelsea Catherine Quigley
Southwestern Ohio Chapter
Luke Zarnoth
Washington, D.C. Chapter
J. Michael Galway, PE, CPD
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Sustainable Solutions

The Future is Now
Business pours in for the rainwater industry.
By BF Nagy

“I

nto each life some rain must fall,” wrote Henry
Longfellow in 1842 in a simple and melancholic
poem. He may not have realized that within 200
years, in many parts of the world we are now either thankful for rainfall when we can get it, or struggling with torrential downfalls. Increasingly we are learning to employ
sophisticated technologies designed for a chaotic world of
water management.
Managing water
From Legionella in New York to lead contamination in
Flint, to flooding in Miami and water rights battles along
the shores of the Colorado River, the rules for water in
North America can now be a matter of life and death, not
to mention prosperity, successful agriculture and quality
of life in cities.
The Government Accountability Office reports that 40
of 50 state water managers expect shortages in the next 10
years (2013-2023).
“I’ll bet anyone $1,000 in any city in North America
that your water rates and stormwater costs are going up a
lot, and I’ll win all those bets and retire early,” says David
Crawford, founder of Rainwater Management Solutions
(RMS) in Salem, Virginia. “These costs are both multiplying in leaps in bounds because billions must be spent by
our governments on infrastructure.”

26/Plumbing Engineer
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In December, Reuters reported that about 3,000 other
places in the U.S. have much higher lead contamination in
drinking water than Flint, Michigan. In 2015, The Atlantic
said there are 772 urban communities with crumbling
sewer infrastructure that needs upgrading. It said the EPA
reports that up to 75,000 overflows send untreated sewage
into American waterways every year; by one estimate we
need $1 trillion in new water infrastructure.
“In Richmond (Virginia), they charge you a stormwater
fee on the basis of how much impervious surface you have
— the bigger the area, the higher the fee,” says Crawford.
“In Washington D.C., I’ve heard of projects not going forward for just one reason: no stormwater permit. In Atlanta,
one customer is paying $110,000 every month for water.”
Anyone planning to build anything might be wondering
is there a cheaper, safer way. That’s why manufacturers, engineers and installers of rainwater, grey water and
stormwater systems are experiencing booming demand.
MARKETSandMARKETS, a research company estimated U.S. market expansion of more than 9 percent annually
for the next five years, while industry people hint at even
faster recent and future growth rates.
Texas school installs three rainwater systems
Chris Maxwell-Gaines of Innovative Water Solutions
talks about the city of Austin. “They have introduced
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Sustainable Solutions
incentives for using stormwater or rainwater harvesting
systems. But water charges have gone up tremendously
for everyone.” His company recently designed systems
for the Sycamore Springs Elementary School on the western outskirts of the city that will capture rainwater from
45,000 square feet of flat roofs for use in irrigation and for
flushing toilets inside the building. The water is collected
in two corrugated metal, poly-lined 15,000-gallon cisterns
for bathrooms and one 12,000-gallon cistern for watering
the landscaping.
Rainwater is filtered through a backwashing sand filter and a UV light disinfection system, transferred to a
500-gallon poly day tank, then pressurized for supplying
toilets. For gardening, it pumps directly from the sand
filter and UV to the irrigation plumbing at set intervals
during the week. In both cases, an auto-fill feature uses
small amounts of municipal water if necessary, so the
pumps never run dry.
If 1 inch of rain falls, the system could potentially collect a total of 27,000 gallons of water. The theoretical
annual maximum is about 800,000 gallons each year, but,
with typical rainfall, Maxwell-Gaines thinks the school
will save approximately 500,000 gallons. He estimates
savings for the school of about $10,000 each year, if
wastewater charges are included.
Grey water and rainwater tech at
plumber's training facility
Crawford’s RMS company designed a grey water system and rainwater system for the new Plumbers Union
Local 130 training facility, where all future Chicago-area
plumbers will learn about them. “The union wanted to
install equipment that not only helped reduce their water
footprint, but also served as a learning lab for their students,” says Nate Nickerson of Critical Flow, an RMS
technology partner.
For grey water, they consulted with local contractors who installed their Grayworks GW500 system,
capable of treating up to 500 gallons a day. It receives
water from lavatories and showers within the new facility,
treats it and uses it for irrigation outside. Normally, these
systems are delivered as one unit that includes biological
treatment, filtration, disinfection, project-specific polishing, and online instrumentation; but parts of the enclosure
were removed so trainees could see the components.
The system uses a proprietary self-cleaning pre-filter
to remove grease, lint and hair. Pollutants are biologically
degraded by microorganisms, and pathogens are eliminated by UV disinfection. Dye and chlorine systems can
be included as an option. The integral chemical cabinet
also accommodates dosing pumps, chemical storage and
spill containment.
David Crawford leads RMS and is also the President
of the American Rainwater Catchment Systems
Association (ARCSA). From 2013 to 2015, this organization worked with the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) to develop standards 63 for rainwater
catchment and 78 for stormwater harvesting.
According to Crawford, they are still voluntary guide28/Plumbing Engineer
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lines, but refined future versions are likely to become law
in many regions. These are taught at the Chicago training
facility. “We teach them how to quote it, how to sell it,
how to install it, and how to make money on it,” Crawford
says.
ARCSA Executive Director Heather Kinkade says in
addition to developing the standards, the organization produces training materials in English and Spanish, conducts
workshops, offers online training and undertakes industry
advocacy efforts. It has established a relationship with a
third-party organization to administer exams for designers, installers and inspectors of rainwater systems. “Next
year we hope to do the same for stormwater professionals,” she says.
California park irrigated using stormwater
At Bolivar Park in Lakewood, California, stormwater is
captured from a nearby watershed of approximately 3,225
acres and pre-filtered into a concrete retention system. It
is then filtered, sanitized and pressurized to support irrigation of the 395,000-square-foot parkland. “The park needs

about 22,500 gallons each day,” says Stuart Bailin, chief
engineer with Wahaso of Hinsdale, Illinois. “A solenoid
valve automatically adds municipal water to the system if
the cistern runs low.” The system design prevents crosscontamination with the municipal supply.
Water is pre-filtered through a baffle box that screens
out particulates larger than 150 microns, because trash,
sediment, organic materials and carbons can quickly foul
stormwater. Filtered stormwater is then transferred to a
below-grade concrete cistern that holds about 400,000
gallons. A 12-inch outlet at the base of the cistern feeds
into a 60-inch concrete wet well adjacent to the cistern.
The level in the wet well equalizes with the retention
cistern.
September 2017
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1957

Martin E. Ismert Jr. starts Sioux
Chief on August 16th

1960
Martin’s brother Ted becomes Sioux
Chief’s first full-time employee

1965
Sioux Chief’s first fully automatic
copper slug spinner is designed
and built by Ted Ismert

1970
3 employees,
10,000 sq/ft

1975

Martin Ismert’s two eldest sons
Mike and Joe purchase Sioux
Chief and take over operations

1980

Sioux Chief purchases its first
injection press and begins
molding plastic products

CELEBRATING

60

YEARS
1957 - 2017

OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURING

We’re Making it in America
Sioux Chief is proud to deliver value to our customers
by creating innovations in plumbing products.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve you.

1985
Sioux Chief enters the water hammer
arrester market with the HydraRester™

1990

65 employees,
50,200 sq/ft

1995

Sioux Chief enters the light-commercial
drainage market, acquiring Schier
Drainage Products

2000

329 employees,
151,096 sq/ft

2005

The OxBox™ and FinishLine™
products are launched

2010

Sioux Chief enters the PEX tube
market with a state-of-the-art
extrusion line

2015

480 employees,
370,000 sq/ft

2020

Sioux Chief expands its manufacturing,
warehouse and distribution capabilities,
moving into a new, 600,000 sq/ft
headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri

2025

675 employees,
800,000 sq/ft
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An overflow in the wet well drains to the stormwater
sewers with the help of a 2,500 gpm ejector pump that
reduces cistern levels in anticipation of a rain event. “We
use a hydrocarbon detector, and if the level is high, we
divert water and then monitor system performance on the
discharge side, measuring turbidity and pH,” Bailin says.
“The nice thing about the turbidity meter is that if the
filtration system is not working properly, we know it right
away. It’s basically 24-7 online monitoring.”
When there is demand for non-potable water, a drop
in the system pressure triggers the main pressurization
pumps. Two 20-hp variable frequency drive well pumps
provide up to 250 gpm at 80 PSI. A 4-inch pressurized
outlet connects to a Schedule 80 PVC line to the treatment
system and then to the irrigation inlet.

and municipal water functions and is compatible with
building automation systems (BAS). It captures the
amount of water available in the cistern, the volume that
has been filtered and sanitized, and the municipal water
used. It can also incorporate local historical weather data.
Analytics, system alerts, and diagnostics are available on
site, on the BAS, or via the internet, on remote passwordprotected dashboards on any device.

A Wahaso Stormwater Harvesting System (RWUV250-0) provides treatment that meets Los Angeles
County public health guidelines. Water passes through a
self-cleaning mechanical filter that removes sediment and
particulates down to 50 microns. It then moves through a
high-capacity bag filter that removes particulates above
5 microns. Carbon filtration is next, eliminating odors,
colors and other dissolved solids. Ultraviolet treatment is
the final step; the UV can handle 250 gpm, eliminating
coliform and other pathogens with up to five-sigma certainty. If any issues arise with the UV system, an alert is
triggered. It can be set so that no additional water is sent
to irrigation until the UV unit is repaired.
The system is controlled and monitored via the Wahaso
WCS-100, that automatically manages water treatment

collecting condensate from air conditioning.
“Engineers might not think it’s worth doing, but the
ROI is pretty impressive,” Argento says. In this case,
they are collecting about 7,800 gallons in sediment-free
condensate each day. Also interesting, the harvested water
is used for cooling towers, in addition to flushing and
irrigation.
The casino’s large size makes for some big numbers.
Total demand for irrigation, toilets and cooling towers is
about 32 million gallons annually, and they are achieving displacement of about 13 million gallons. Most of it
comes from rainwater (87 percent), and the dollar savings
translate into a three- to four-year payback on the equipment.
One of the factors that made the business case attractive
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Casino captures condensate
According to Alex Argento, of Wahaso sales group
Pura Terra, one of the most innovative and perhaps
most rewarding water harvesting systems, was installed
recently at a casino near Washington D.C. Not only are
they capturing rainwater from the roof, but they are also
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was that the original engineering for the building included
the assumption that a very large cistern would be needed
to satisfy local stormwater requirements. The rainwater
proposal, although added later in the process, was able to
piggyback on this advantage.
Asked about the cooling towers and Legionella, Argento
explains that the water from the Wahaso system would
meet the NSF 350 standard, and that a rigorous regimen of
periodic maintenance is a modern requirement.
The water harvesting trade is stabilizing
Humans have probably always collected rainwater.
The Romans built their courtyard-style homes to do just
that; but not so long ago in North America, the field may
have seemed a bit like the wild west.
Even today, not surprisingly, manufacturers each think
their equipment is vastly different and superior, but these
case examples demonstrate that certain technological best
practices seem to be manifesting themselves. Add to this a
healthy outlook for fast-growing demand, improved training and certification; and the water harvesting trade can be
described as becoming more stable every day. Engineers
and contractors looking for new revenue streams might
consider expanding into harvesting rainwater, grey water,
and condensate for flushing, irrigation, and cooling towers.
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Perhaps it’s
not a moment
too soon to be
welcoming in
our approach
to
rainfall.
Centuries
ago, Edmund
Waller was
a little less
wistful than
Longfellow
and possibly
more visionary when he
wrote: “Vexed
sailors cursed
the rain, for
which poor shepherds prayed in vain.” ●
BF Nagy specializes in sustainable technology solutions, government energy initiatives and modern economics. He writes for magazines, journals and clean tech
organizations all over the world. He recently completed
15 years of expert interviews for a book that is nearing
completion, entitled "The New Energy Age."
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Get With the Program
Some design plans can please everyone.
By Cory Powers

A

s I understand it, our friend, the architect, gets
asked to design a building by our other friend, the
owner. This request usually triggers a very important meeting to establish exactly what is going to be built
inside said building. One of the products of this meeting,
or meetings, is typically a magical document called the
building program.
What exactly is a building program? It’s an evaluation exercise that establishes the client’s requirements for
the project. The program (also known as an “architectural
brief” outside of the U.S.) can have elements as equivocal
as the building needs to “make everyone happy.” It can
also be as particular as listing the detailed requirements
of a 15,000-square-foot cafeteria space. From an engineering perspective, both types of program elements are
important. One leads to several different follow-up questions. What engineers are really looking for at the end
of these meetings is some definition around the types of
spaces in the building and their approximate size. Ideally,
we’ll be given something that looks like this:
Reading these architectural programs can be somewhat
useless without talking to your friend the architect. What
is DGSF or GSF? Sometimes they’ll have NOSF or NSF.
NSF– Net Square Footage is the total square footage
of all the rooms/areas on a floor. This includes assignable
and non-assignable rooms. This is your inside wall to wall
dimension.
NOSF– Net Occupiable Square Footage is the occupiable total square footage of all the rooms/areas on a floor.
This includes assignable and non-assignable rooms. This
would not include your cubicles or millwork.
DGSF– Departmental Gross Square Footage is a measurement of an assemblage of rooms and spaces as
assigned to a department or service and includes internal
departmental and/or service circulation and partitions,
columns and projections enclosing the structural elements
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of the building within the departmental space.
GSF– Gross Square Footage is the sum of all areas on
all floors of a building included within the outside faces of
its exterior walls, including all vertical penetration areas,
for circulation and shaft areas that connect one floor to
another.
The other numbers that you need to inquire about
include the Building Grossing Factors, or ‘PARS.’ The
grossing factors are used to account for non-departmental
circulation, stairs, elevators, structural columns, shafts,
mechanical space and the building envelope. These numbers are likely to change based on the type of project.
Determining factors vary, and might include the building’s shape, whether it has single or multiple stories, or if
it has a high amount of articulation on the exterior wall.
Some architects or planners will include your water room
in the Building Grossing Factors, and others might include
it in the power plant number under support services.
You might ask, what does the water room have to do
with the power plant? While this may not seem to fit in
the same category, it’s important for you to be on the same
page with what has been discussed and the logic behind
this with your architect or planner. If your needed square
footage is too small — or worse hasn’t been accounted
for — you are going to run into major issues later in the
project. Communicating to your project team during the
pre-design phase that you need a larger mechanical room
may be met with with some skepticism, but will pale in
comparison to the catastrophe that will ensue if you can’t
fit your equipment in the built environment.
The other really great thing about the program breakdown is getting a basic understanding of what the client
is looking to do in the building. There are hidden gems in
the program that can lead us engineers to a solid basis of
design document. In the program above, there is a behavioral health line item. This helps us to know that we’re
going to have to specify anti-ligature plumbing fixtures.
Also listed are lab and food management services; each of
these will have a different and specific level of engineering coordination.
What else will the program be used for? The construction manager will likely be using it to craft their budget
for the project. Imagine if the programmed mechanical
room was 25 percent too small and the contractor put
together a budget based on the undersized square footage.
This could result in a lot of value engineering meetings for
you in the future; the flip side of this is grossly oversizing
your programmed spaces. This might result in the project
budget being unable to support your estimate because an
effective mechanical room square footage wasn’t determined.
Another question to ask the project team is how future
Continued
on page 00
building expansion is being handled
in the program.
Is
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this a separate line item? Will the existing mechanicals
be serving this expansion? Maybe this will be a vertical
expansion, and the shafts need to be sized for this. Often
times where we get into trouble here is when we take
square footage ratios from present to future and simply

There’s an art and a science to programming.
The architect and engineering veterans in your
companies have fought the good fight and
know what it’s like to have an uncoordinated
program. We’ve all heard of that one job
where the mechanical room was built so tight
you couldn’t open the door.
multiply by the increased square footage percentage. We
need to make sure we understand the future master plan;
maybe it includes a swimming pool, maybe it’s just additional storage. Both program elements would have very
different effects on the mechanical infrastructure.
There’s an art and a science to programming. The
architect and engineering veterans in your companies

have fought the good fight and know what it’s like to
have an uncoordinated program. We’ve all heard of that
one job where the mechanical room was built so tight
you couldn’t open the door. Contrary to that, we’ve heard
from architects about that one mechanical room that was
so oversized you could set up a bowling alley in it. The art
behind programming is getting your mechanical spaces to
land in between these two extremes. Communicating to
the entire team your spatial needs and making sure your
mechanical space has purpose is probably the most effective way engineers can “make everyone happy.” ●
Cory Powers, CPD, is an associate at HGA Architects
and Engineers office in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. HGA is a
top-10 national health care design firm with additional
practices in energy and infrastructure, corporate, arts
and higher education. Cory has a B.S in Architectural
Engineering from the Milwaukee School of Engineering.
He is a licensed master plumber and certified in plumbing
design (CPD). He has been a member of the American
Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE) since 2008, previously serving as president of the ASPE Wisconsin chapter. Cory currently serves on the ASPE National Board
of Directors as the AYP chair. He can be reached at
cpowers@hga.com.
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The Marco Polo Fire

What we know about the building
and one of the largest fires in history.
By Samuel S. Dannaway, PE, FSFPE

O

n July 14, 2017, a fire occurred in the Marco Polo
Condominium, 36-story, high-rise building, resulting in three deaths and more than $100 million in
direct fire losses.
The Marco Polo is located at 2333 Kapiolani Blvd., on
the Mauka (mountain) side of the Ala Wai canal, about one
mile from Waikiki Beach.
It was built in 1971; the Honolulu Building Code at
the time was based on the 1967 edition of the Uniform
Building Code (UBC).
The primary building occupancy was Group H (hotels
and apartments), and the UBC construction type was Type
I. The building has 36 stories, and the height is approximately 340 feet.
The following building information was taken from the
original construction drawings.

The primary structure consisted of reinforced concrete
beams and columns, a concrete floor slab and concrete
shear walls. The interior corridor construction was onehour fire-resistive. A substantial amount of the corridor
walls, including coincident shaft walls, consisted of gypsum wall board partitions. Some dwelling unit separation
walls were concrete; most were gypsum wallboard partitions consisting of one layer of 5/8 inch gypsum wallboard
on either side of metal studs.
The doors between the dwelling units and the interior
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corridor were 1-3/4-inch solid wood core doors. It is noted
that the 1967 UBC did not require self-closing devices on
the doors between dwelling units and the corridor, however, it appears these doors were provided with closing
devices.
Corridors on each floor had access to one of three
enclosed exit stairs. The center stair was designed as a
smoke-proof enclosure, with an open-air vestibule between
the corridor and the stair. The 1967 UBC only required one
exit to be a smoke-proof enclosure.
Stair enclosures were provided with doors with a
90-minute fire protection rating.
It was reported in the media that there were several units
that modified the door to the corridor by installing jalousie
louvers. There were other reports that some units installed
“security” screen doors in front of the main door and
propped the main door
open for ventilation (1).
Whether or not this condition contributed to the
rapid fire extension on the
upper floors has not been
confirmed. Unconfirmed
fire department reports
indicate that wind was a
factor in this fire.
With the exception of
the trash chutes, the building was not equipped with
automatic sprinklers. The
trash chute access rooms
and chutes were provided
with sprinklers connected to the domestic plumbing system. As an existing high-rise condominium, the Marco
Polo was not required by the Honolulu building or fire
codes to have complete automatic sprinkler protection.
The building had a manual dry standpipe system with
standpipe risers and hose connections located in the Ewa
(west) and Diamond Head (east) stairwells. The center
stair did not have a dry standpipe riser, nor was it required
by the 1967 UBC, which required buildings four stories or
more in height to be equipped with not less than one dry
standpipe and an additional standpipe for each additional
ten thousand square feet (10,000 square feet) or fraction
thereof. The two dry standpipes were not interconnected,
as was also permitted by the 1967 UBC.
A Class II (occupant use) standpipe system was provided with fire hose cabinets located throughout the
corridors. It was reported (unconfirmed) that firefighters
attempting to use the fire hose cabinets experienced boiling
hot water being discharged from the nozzles.
The original building fire alarm system consisted of
manual fire alarm stations and alarm bells in the corriSeptember 2017
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dors. Elevator lobbies were equipped
with smoke detectors. There was no
emergency voice communication system, nor was one required by the
building code for existing high-rise
condominiums.
Dwelling unit smoke alarms are
required for existing condominiums and are permitted to be battery-
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operated.
The fire is reported to have started early Friday afternoon, July
14. Honolulu Fire Department
(HFD) spokesman Capt. David
Jenkins reported (2) the fire started
in Apartment Unit 2602, on the 26th
floor. This unit is located on the Ewa
end of the Mauka side (northwest
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side) of the building, very close to the
Ewa exit stair.
At the time of this writing, the
exact fire cause has not been determined, but HFD investigators have
ruled out arson and cooking as causes.
From Unit 2602, the fire extended
into the corridor and eventually to
upper floors through interior penetrations.
It has been reported that the fire
breached gypsum wallboard corridor partitions in several locations.
Photographs and video of the fire
show large amounts of smoke issuing
from the top of various shaft openings
on the roof.
The fire also extended into units
directly above from the exterior after
having broken glass windows and
balcony doors. As seen from the
many photographs on the web, the fire
“leapfrogged” to at least three units
above the unit of fire origin.
Several occupants of the building
reported they were unable to hear the
fire alarms system (3).
Three people died, and five people,
including one firefighter, were seriously injured. The three fatalities in
this fire were a women, age 71, found
in Unit 2615, and a man, age 54, and
woman, age 87, both found in Unit
2613. These two apartments were
located directly across the corridor
from Unit 2602 on the Makai (south)
side of the building.
The fire damaged more than 200
of the buildings 562 dwelling units,
forty of which were “completely
destroyed.”
The HFD called seven alarms during the fire which was attended by
over 120 firefighters and 15 engines
and trucks.
The Honolulu Fire Department has
reported a preliminary damage estimate of at least $100 million(4). By
the time the insurance companies
and army of attorneys get done with
litigation, and indirect losses are tallied, the estimate will be much greater.
By comparison, according to the
Honolulu Fire Department, for the
10-year period between 2006 to 2015,
Honolulu fire losses in high-rises
were approximately $5 million, $4.6
million of which was in non-sprinklered high-rises(5). The Marco Polo
direct fire loss dwarfs this figure by
September 2017
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comparison, and is easily the largest single-building fire
loss in Honolulu history.
Given the apparent ease and speed in which this exterior
leapfrogging occurred, it may have been fortunate that the
fire did not start on a much lower floor.
Also, the human cost of this fire could have been very
different if the fire started when most of the apartment
dwellers were home and asleep, and not on a Friday afternoon where occupants tend to be awake and may be out of
the building.
Honolulu has more than 300 existing residential highrise buildings that are not provided with sprinkler protection. High-rise sprinkler requirements came in to the
Honolulu Building Code in 1975 with the adoption of the
1973 edition of the UBC.
In the immediate aftermath of the fire, there have been
calls from “concerned” politicians to update the fire safety
of existing high-rise condominiums with retrofit legislation
to include complete automatic sprinkler protection and
updated fire alarm systems.
The Honolulu Fire Department has actively advocated
for the retrofit of sprinklers and other fire safety features
into existing high-rise buildings for many years. The politicians, the Honolulu City Council in particular, had their
chance in 2005 and decided not to approve a bill to require
retrofit of condos.
More on the aftermath of the Marco Polo fire in next
month’s column. ●
Samuel S. Dannaway, P.E., FSFPE, is a licensed
fire protection engineer and mechanical engineer with
bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the University of
Maryland Department of Fire Protection Engineering.
He is a past president and fellow of the Society of
Fire Protection Engineers. He is vice president of Fire
Protection Technology at Coffman Engineers Inc., a multidiscipline engineering firm with over 360 employees
across eight offices. Sam can be reached at dannaway@
coffman.com.
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Footnotes
1. Marco Polo’s homeowners flout fire law with doors,
officials say, Rob Perez, 7/26/2017, Staradvertiser.com
2. Fire investigators determine unit where Marco Polo
fire originated, Rosemarie Bernardo, July 18, 2017,
Staradvertiser.com
3. Marco Polo high-rise had outdated fire alarms,
Associated Press, July 28, 2017
4. Marco Polo fire caused more than $100 million in
damage, Staradvertiser.com, August 1, 2017
5. No Sprinkler Systems, More Costly Damage in Oahu
High-Rises, Rob Perez, Staradvertiser.com, July 23, 2017
SFPE Notes: The call for Extended Abstracts has been
announced for the Fire Engineering Solutions for the
Built Environment, The 12th International Conference
on Performance Based Codes and Fire Safety Design
Methods, Hilton Hawaiian Village, Oahu, Hawaii April
23-27, 2018. Extended abstracts are due October 15,
2017. For more info go to sfpe.org.
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Emergency Showers and Eye/
Face Wash Equipment: Part II
Flushing, testing and important considerations.
By Ron George, CPD

L

ast month’s article discussed the basics of emergency
shower and eye/face wash equipment and how they
are designed to meet corresponding standards and
regulations. This month continues the discussion, while
focusing on flushing and testing, and important considerations.
Flushing of emergency fixtures
It is recommended in the appendix of the standard to
perform weekly flushing and performance tests to verify
proper operation and temperatures of plumbed emergency
equipment and to flush lines of bacteria, rust and stagnant
water. These weekly tests should be recorded on a waterproof testing and flushing tag located on each emergency
fixture.
Emergency fixture water is often in a dedicated piping
system and can sit in the piping for long periods of time. If
the piping system or the emergency fixture piping is galvanized, it can become stagnant and rusty after a relatively
short period of time.
Most manufacturers offer stainless emergency fixture
models that include stainless steel piping or interior epoxy
coated metal piping. Plastic and copper have not been
popular, because the material does not have the structural strength to allow for a self-supported sustainable fixture. Non-ferrous materials or coatings can help reduce the
rust and iron oxide common in galvanized models. Copper
supply or distribution piping can eliminate or significantly
reduce the amount of rust and bacteria that is common in
galvanized pipes.
Flushing also introduces fresh water with water treatment chemicals that can control bacteria growth until the
chemical dissipates due to reaction with contaminants in the
water and the pipe materials. Weekly testing and flushing
will flush the piping system and introduce water treatment
chemicals that will make sure stagnant water does not greet
someone who may need to suddenly use the fixture in an
emergency.
Testing of emergency fixtures
The appendix in the Z-358.1 Standard recommends
annual flow and temperature tests for the full 15-minute
duration. This test assures the tepid water supply temperature is properly sized and the temperature is adequate for
the full 15-minute duration to encourage proper use of the
emergency equipment.
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
ANSI Z358.1 does not specifically address ADA,
and ADA does not specifically address emergency fixtures. However, the ICC/ANSI A117.1 (2009): Accessible
and Usable Buildings and Facilitiesis the standard referenced in the federal law under the ADA, and an employer
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should provide emergency fixtures that are suitable for
handicapped employees who work in an area subject to a
chemical hazard. Barrier-free emergency fixtures should
include the following ANSI A117.1 requirements:
1. Minimum knee clearance requirement
2. Extension from the wall
3. Maximum forward and side reach limit
4. Less than 5 pounds of force for activation
5. Maximum height of the eyewash
Does access to the emergency equipment require going
up or down steps or stairs?
Designers should review provisions of ANSI A117.1
(2009): Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities
and local accessibility regulations. There are several manufacturers that make units with under fixture clearance and
emergency shower pull rods designed to meet ADA and
ICC/ANSI A117.1 height and opening force requirements.
Emergency fixture locations
Determining emergency fixture locations is typically
based upon the hazard. The following things should be
considered when locating emergency fixtures:
1. The emergency fixture is in an accessible location
within 10 seconds of unobstructed travel of the hazard. (Approx. 55 feet +/-)
2. Emergency fixture is located on the same level as
the hazard
3. The path of travel is free of obstructions: doors,
steps, curbs, racks, barrels, material pallets, etc.
4. The emergency fixture has a highly visible sign
5. The emergency fixture and path from the hazard to
the fixture has a well-lit area
Emergency fixture flow rates
Emergency fixture flow rates need to comply with
the flow requirements in the ANSI/ISEA Z358.1-2014 American National Standard for Emergency Eyewash and
Shower Equipment. ANSI Z-358.1 Standard – Simultaneous
Operation has the following language:
“The unit shall be … capable of supplying adequate
flushing fluid to meet the requirements … when all components are operated simultaneously… and shall be positioned so that components may be used simultaneously by
the same user.”
System design considerations:
1. Freezing
2. Drainage (Many hazardous chemicals cannot be
drained down the sanitary drain)
a. Under Appendix “A” - Waste Disposal, the 		
appendices of the standard are for reference 		
only. The information in the appendix cannot 		
be enforced by the code officials, however, the 		
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information is in the standard and it can be contested in court if an owner feels a design professional or contractor did not comply with
design or maintenance criteria given in the
appendices. Make sure you discuss this with the
client and document it in writing.
3. Elevated showers (requiring a step-up)
4. Pollutants (Is the hazardous waste a pollutant that
should be captured and not drained to the sewer?)
5. Waste directing (when no floor drain is present)
6. Waste containing (curbs in an area of adequate
size to contain the entire volume from a 15-minute
discharge to contain contaminants when hazardous
chemicals cannot drain to sanitary or leave the area)
7. Waste should be disposed of according to local
codes
Alarm devices
1. Alarms should be considered when emergency fixtures are in a remote area
2. Consider local alarms to a monitored location and/or
local and remote alarms to summon assistance
3. Consider a flow switch or proximity switch for
alarm activation.
4. Consider an exterior light to flash and/or a horn or
bell to make an audible alarm sound upon activation.

5.

Consider remote annunciation wired or radio signaled to a building security system or a monitored
location.

Stand-alone tempering systems
There are remote areas in some buildings where instantaneous heaters can provide enough water for emergency
fixtures to operate. The drawback to instantaneous water
heaters is that they require a significant electrical service,
or other utility service, out to a remote location. This can
far exceed the cost of the emergency equipment needed
to provide adequate heating of the flushing fluid at a flow
that can range from a minimum of about 3 gpm or less for
only an eyewash flowing to about 25 gpm for a combination shower and eye/face wash unit flowing while trying to
maintain about a 50-degree rise in temperature.
The significant variation in flow calls for very sophisticated controls in order to not create a scalding issue. Some
manufacturers of emergency equipment have come up with
a stand-alone storage tank and mixing valve system that
only needs an adequate cold-water supply and a 120-V
electric circuit. The unit stores hot water in a storage tank
with a small, low-wattage heating element that maintains
the tank temperature that allows for mixing long enough
to satisfy the flushing period, and that controls bacteria
growth. A temperature actuated mixing valve designed
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to mix the hot water with cold water
has provision to prevent temperature
spikes upon initial operation. It delivers tepid water for the full 15-minute
flow duration. This unit is ideal for
schools and factories that need remote
emergency equipment and have tight
budgets.

Emergency drench showers, and
combination shower eye/face wash
units
Emergency showers or combination
units flush a larger portion of the body
(minimum 20 gpm for conventional
shower applications, plus about 3 to 5
gpm for an eye/facewash.

Equipment location and
installation requirements
Where chemical and biological
materials are handled, emergency fixtures shall be located so as not to
exceed 10 seconds (about 55 ft.) +/from any point in a laboratory. ANSI
Z358.1 requires the installation of
emergency fixtures within 10 seconds
of the hazard with an unobstructed
path.
Emergency showers and eye/
facewash units should be located so
as they can be used simultaneously. Offset units that provide a shower
in one location and an eyewash over a
sink or counter will not comply with
the requirement for simultaneous use.
Emergency eyewash and shower
fixtures shall be provided in areas
where cleaning chemicals are handled
and dispensed, medical/pathological waste areas, pH treatment rooms,
hazardous material areas, chemical
storage areas, and other areas where
hazardous chemicals are used or otherwise deemed necessary through
consultation with the safety, or medical personnel, or consultation with a
chemist and chemical data sheets, or
by the authority having jurisdiction.
Having at least one emergency
shower and eyewash available for each
laboratory space/area where hazardous materials are handled (such as a
chemical fume hood, chemical storage, and other similar activities) is
required. Where laboratories require
MEP validation, emergency showers
should be included in the process.
Emergency fixture installation considerations
1) Water supply
The ANSI Z358.1 standard states
that the water temperature should be
“tepid.” Appendix B of this standard
(provided for information only) suggests a safe temperature range of 60
F to 100 F (16 C to 38 C). It should
be noted, 80 F is in the middle of that
temperature range and would probably be a good temperature to set the
tempering valve that complies with
ASSE 1071, however, some installations may require higher or lower
temperatures, so each location should
have the temperature set according to
an analysis by qualified personnel of
the hazard present. My own testing
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indicates the water temperatures below 70 F will be very
uncomfortable and could lead to hypothermia or coldwater shock, which would not encourage the user to stay
in the flow of water for the full 15-minute flush duration
recommended by the ISEA/ANSI Z358.1 standard. The
delivery of tepid water can create some plumbing design
challenges.
2) Microbial growth
Systems that have been installed with large tepid water
loops in buildings without water treatment systems on
the circulated loop have experienced Legionella bacteria
growth due to inadequate flushing or inadequate monitoring and treatment of the flushing water supply.
It should be noted that the new ASHRAE standard
and the soon to be published ASHRAE Guideline 12,
which will be titled Legionellosis: Risk Management
for Building WaterSystems, addresses how to control
microbial growth in building water systems. The Z358.1
standard calls for weekly flushing in the appendix to bring
in fresh chlorinated water to the fixture and annual compliance testing for the full 15-minute duration.
My experience is that some facilities flush very weakly
(pun intended). Other installations that I have inspected
were only flushing enough water to fill a 5-gallon bucket,
and they did not flush enough water to adequately purge
the emergency fixture loop and branches of the stagnant
water trapped within the system. This often happens when
emergency fixtures are not provided with drains at the
emergency fixtures.
I have spoken to manufacturers and building owners about the flushing frequency issue. Owners of large
facilities with many emergency fixtures say they would
like to change the standard to require monthly flushing
or quarterly flushing to reduce labor costs. Larger facility owners say the current flushing requirements cause
them to have a full-time team that rotates through the
buildings and flushes the emergency fixtures into carts on
wheels. Changing the standard to allow longer intervals
between flushing will assure that many more installations
will have bacteria-laden water for the first several minutes
of flushing.
Some of the building owners’ representatives that I
have consulted with have said that with flushing, disposal,
transporting, setting of flushing equipment at a new location, and filling out the documentation and tags on the
equipment, they typically flush about one fixture per hour.
Manufacturers that I have talked to at several recent
trade shows are now working on automatic flushing
valves to flush the emergency fixture piping all the way
up to near the flushing fixture outlets on an automatic and
timed basis.
The flushing process should be calculated and adjusted
to flow long enough to purge all the stagnant water in the
emergency fixture piping system. In many cases this could
mean up to twice the volume of the emergency fixture
system to get ample flushing and bring water treatment
chemical levels up to a level that controls bacteria growth.
When an emergency fixture system has a large volume
and a circulated system with mixing valves and dead
legs,consideration should be given to adding a water treat52/Plumbing Engineer
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ment system to the circulated portion of the piping system
to monitor and add water treatment chemicals such as
chlorine, chlorine dioxide, or mono-chlorines as needed
to control bacteria growth. The piping should be designed
to minimize dead-end piping. All dead-end piping should
be piped to emergency fixtures or solenoid valves that are
flushed on a timed schedule that will minimize bacteria
growth.
It is not possible to prevent the ideal temperature for
Legionella bacteria growth in emergency water systems,
because the tepid water temperatures called for in the standard for flushing fluid temperatures in the ideal Legionella
bacteria growth temperature range. Legionella bacteria
will grow and multiply in temperatures between 68 F and
up to about 122 F. The water source for the emergency
fixtures should be potable and protected with an approved
backflow preventer
When the emergency equipment is plumbed with potable water, ANSI requires weekly activation of emergency
fixtures for several reasons:
1. To flush the stagnant bacteria laden and oxidized/
rusty water from the piping system
2. To verify operation and to verify fluid at a tepid
water temperature is available
3. Weekly flushing should be done at timed intervals
designed to flush the entire emergency water piping system of water from the potable water source
to the fixture, and the temperature should be
monitored during the flushing period to assure the
temperatures are in the required temperature range.
4. The minimum flushing period should be 3 minutes
up to 15 minutes as required to assure enough
water is flushed to completely evacuate the piping
system at least two times the system volume from
the potable water source to the fixture. If automatic flushing is used, the flushing can be reduced
to a shorter time period to assure the system is
working and long enough to check the flushing
fluid temperature setting. Flushing will temporarily
decrease the bacterial concentration.
High hazard locations for combination units
Where large volumes of chemicals and concentrated
corrosives are used, emergency showers serving chemical storage rooms, pH effluent treatment areas, and other
areas deemed of high hazard, high-flushing 30 gpm emergency showers should be considered. Obstructions like
doors, stacked materials and barrels and the path of travel
to the emergency station should be clear of obstructions
and straight as possible. Locating an emergency fixture
outside the area of the hazard shall consider doors, door
swing direction, and door hardware type, as they can be
considered an obstruction.
Next's month column (Part 3) will cover the OSHA
document, Code of Federal Regulations Requirements,
and the interpretations related to emergency fixtures
issued by OSHA staff. l
Ron George, CPD, is president of Plumb-Tech Design
& Consulting Services LLC. VisitPlumb-TechLLC.com.
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Legal Pipeline

Please Take Notice

Failure to adhere to contractual
notice provisions could be devastating.
By Steven Nudelman, Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith & Davis LLP

M

ost litigation attorneys familiar with New York
Civil Practice are familiar with the phrase, “Please
take notice.” These words appear at the beginning
of many standard legal filings as a formality. They have
no special significance and are arguably superfluous. In
standard construction contract documents, however, notice
provisions are not a formality, and they are anything but
superfluous. This month we take a closer look at contractual
notice requirements, as well as the consequences of failing
to abide by them.
AIA Document A401-2017
We begin our analysis with a look at the AIA Document
A401-2017, Standard Form of Agreement Between
Contractor and Subcontractor. This AIA Document was just
released in April 2017 as the latest form subcontract issued
by the AIA in series of decennial updates. Section 5.3 (in
Article 5, “Changes in the Work,”) provides:
The Subcontractor shall make all Claims promptly to
the Contractor for additional cost, extensions of time and
damages for delays, or other causes in accordance with
the Subcontract Documents. A Claim which will affect or
become part of a Claim which the Contractor is required
to make under the Prime Contract within a specified time
period or in a specified manner shall be made in sufficient
time to permit the Contractor to satisfy the requirements
of the Prime Contract. Such Claims shall be received by
the Contractor not less than two working days preceding
the time by which the Contractor’s Claim must be made.
Failure of the Subcontractor to make such a timely Claim
shall bind the Subcontractor to the same consequences as
those to which the Contractor is bound.
This provision is all about time. It is critical to the subcontractor since it includes temporal requirements that must
be satisfied to prosecute claims – typically for extra work
via change orders – for additional compensation.
Tucked away in the middle of these requirements is
the all-important notice provision: “Such Claims shall be
received by the Contractor not less than two working days
preceding the time by which the Contractor’s Claim must
be made.” This sentence has a number of implications.
Disclaimer: This article is for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal
advice. Nothing in this article should be considered
legal advice or an offer to perform services. The application and impact of laws may vary widely based on the
specific facts involved. Do not act upon any information
provided in this article, including choosing an attorney,
without independent investigation or legal representation. The opinions expressed in this article are the
opinions of the individual author and may not reflect the
opinions of his firm.
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First, it acknowledges that any claims made by a subcontractor against a general contractor will be passed through
by the general contractor in a claim made against the owner.
Therefore, the subcontractor must be familiar with the
prime contract, including, among other things, its notice
provisions for changes in the work and claims.
Second, this notice provision urges diligence by the
subcontractor that wishes to submit a claim: check when
the general contractor’s claim is due to the owner and
be sure that your claim under the subcontract is received
by the general contractor not less than two working days
before that deadline. Thus, the subcontractor must ensure
that its claim is received by the authorized representative of
the general contractor (identified in the subcontract) in the
manner provided by the subcontract (e.g., fax, mail, e-mail,
hand delivery, etc.).
If the subcontractor fails to meet the foregoing notice
requirements, the subcontractor shall be bound “to the same
consequences as those to which the Contractor is bound”
(as set forth in the prime contract). These consequences
could very well include forfeiture of the entire claim for
extra work.
An example of failing to give notice
None of this is speculation; it is the real deal as evidenced
by a recent decision from New York’s intermediate appellate court. See Ridley Electric Company, Inc. v. Dormitory
Authority of the State of New York, No. 524214, 2017 WL
3175980 (N.Y. App. Div. July 27, 2017).
In May 2006, Ridley Electric Company Inc. (“Ridley”)
entered into a $5 million contract with the Dormitory
Authority of the state of New York (“DASNY”) to act as the
prime contractor for electrical work in the construction of
the New York State Veteran’s Home. Ridley had trouble finishing its work due to ceiling design issues. Ridley’s work
was substantially complete by September 2008, and the
entire project was substantially complete by October 2008.
In March 2009, Ridley sought additional compensation for
extra work that it allegedly performed relating to the ceiling. Eleven months later, DASNY agreed to compensate
Ridley a small amount for labor and denied the remainder
of Ridley’s claims.
Ridley brought a breach of contract lawsuit against
DASNY seeking damages for the unpaid contract balance as well as delay damages. DASNY answered the
Complaint, asserting, among other things, that Ridley failed
to comply with the contractual notice and reporting requirements. Ridley moved for summary judgment on liability;
DASNY cross-moved for summary judgment. The trial
court denied Ridley’s motion, granted DASNY’s crossmotion and dismissed the Complaint. Ridley filed an appeal
with the Appellate Division.
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Significance of notice provisions
The Appellate Division made quick
work of Ridley’s claims. First, it
emphasized the importance of notice
and reporting requirements. They are
“'common in public work projects,
provide public agencies with timely
notice of deviations from budgeted
expenditures ... and allow them to take
early steps to avoid extra or unnecessary expense, make any necessary
adjustments, mitigate damages and
avoid the waste of public funds.’”
Ridley, 2017 WL 3175980, at *2. In
furtherance of these “important public policy considerations,” contractual
notice provisions “'must be literally
performed,’ and a party who has failed
to do so cannot prevail on a breach of
contract claim.”
Under the parties’ contract, if Ridley
believes that it has been ordered to
perform a task that should be considered extra work (i.e., outside the scope
of work of the parties’ agreement),
Ridley is required to notify DASNY of

its extra work claim in writing within
15 days after being ordered to perform
the work or beginning performance,
whichever is earlier, and to submit documentation, of, amount other things
the anticipated cost of the extra work
within 30 days. Id. at *1.
The parties’ contract further provides that failure to comply with these
notice and reporting requirements
is deemed to be “[a] conclusive and
binding determination on the part of
[Ridley that the work in question] does
not involve extra work and is not contrary to the terms and provisions of the
[c]ontract” and, also, “[a] waiver … of
all claims for additional compensation
or damages as a result of [the work].”
Id.
Ridley sought additional compensation for the “extra work” that it
performed in connection with the ceilings. Both parties agree that Ridley
became aware of the ceiling issue
soon after it commenced work in May
2007. Ridley concedes that it did not
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provide DASNY with timely notice of
its claims as required by the parties’
contract. However, Ridley argues that
DASNY waived the notice and reporting requirement because DASNY
knew that Ridley was performing the
extra work and DASNY offered to
make partial payment of the extra work
(11 months after Ridley made a claim).
The Appellate Division rejected
both waiver arguments, stating a fundamental rule of waiver: “A party’s
intention to relinquish a known contractual right must be ‘explicit, unmistakable, and ambiguous.” Id. at *3
Examining all the documents on the
record before it, the Appellate Division
found that DASNY did not waive the
notice and reporting requirements in
the parties’ agreement. As a result,
the Court affirmed the dismissal of
Ridley’s lawsuit.
Takeaways
The concepts presented here are
straightforward: (1) know your notice
requirements; (2) know the prime contractor’s notice requirements; and (3)
be sure to comply with Nos. 1 and
2. While nothing presented here is
complicated in theory, things often
take a very different turn in practice.
Among other things, subcontractors
fail to obtain, read and understand the
prime contract; subcontractors fail to
take action within the time requirements of the subcontract; and/or subcontractors fail to submit claims for
extra work properly – in the required
format, to the proper person and/or
on time. These are just a sampling of
the “wrong turns” that subcontractors
could take during a construction project – wrong turns that could have very
expensive consequences (i.e. unpaid
claims) at the end of the day. In short,
don’t be a wayward subcontractor.
Please take notice and more importantly, follow your notice provisions! ●
Steven Nudelman is a partner at
the law firm of Greenbaum, Rowe,
Smith & Davis LLP in Woodbridge and
Roseland, New Jersey. He is a member
of the firm’s Litigation Department
and its Construction, Alternative
Dispute Resolution and Alternative
Energy & Sustainable Development
Practice Groups. He may be reached
at snudelman@greenbaumlaw.com.
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High Demand. Higher Performance. 65% Gas Savings.

Intellihot’s tankless water heating technology greatly increased the performance and
energy-efficiency of this hotel and saved the hotel 65% on gas bills.
otels have been heating water the same way
for over a century, by either using a tank-type
water heater or a boiler with a side-arm storage
tank. Neither design heats water when needed (ondemand) nor is it effective at serving the market in
terms of efficiency, reliability, cost, and space. First,
these systems store large volumes of hot water 24/7
even when water is not being used, resulting in large
standby losses over time. Second, they have poor
heat transfer due to system design, and frequently the
efficiency of heat transfer is further reduced from a
build-up of sediment and scale.
With over 47,000 hotels in the United States alone,
a better solution is needed. Hotels need a high level
of efficiency and reliability for their hot water supply,
because lack of hot water can result in negative reviews
and lost business.

“We are very happy with our Intellihot hot water
system. Over the past six months the hotel has had
65% gas savings, plus uninterrupted hot water.”
⸺ John Kellites, General Manager
Smart technology replaces steam boilers
In March 2015, this hotel was actively seeking
advancements in its water heating system. The property
was down to a poorly functioning, single 10 million
BTU/hr, 80% efficiency steam boiler. One option was
installing two new steam boilers to provide sufficient
redundancy. With an 98% occupancy, this option was
very costly and not ideal. This large, bustling hotel
is four miles from the SFO airport, has 15 floors and
402 rooms, on-site dining, 11,000 square feet of event
space, a fitness center, and an indoor heated pool.

The Intellihot Solution

Intellihot worked with the hotel to install eight
iQ1001s for the guest rooms totaling 8 million
BTU/hr at 94% efficiency with a turn-down ratio of
264:1. In addition, four iQ751s were installed for
the restaurants, public spaces and meeting facilities.
The total capacity is 11 million BTU/hr with zero
storage and functions at peak efficiency, from as
low as 30,000 BTU/hr up to the maximum output.
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British Plumbing Systems
Here are some oddities from across the pond.
By Timothy Allinson, P.E.

I

n late July, I planned a vacation to England with my
girlfriend, Marjan. The trip turned into a fiasco. She
purchased the airline tickets and got a very good deal
on WOW Airlines (I know; I never heard of it before either
— it’s an Icelandic airline). We got to the airport with
time to spare and started the check-in process. First, they
checked Marjan and her bag. When they were checking
me, they told me my passport was expired. I told them that
it was not; it didn’t expire until September. They in turn told
me that to fly to Iceland I needed three months left on my
passport. I told them I wasn't flying to Iceland; I was flying to London. They told me that I had to change planes in
Iceland, and in order to do that I needed three months left
on my passport. This argument went on for some time, as
you can imagine, with the supervisor’s supervisor’s supervisor, but to no avail.
Since I couldn’t fly, Marjan said that she wasn’t going
alone, and she needed her bag back. They said this was no
problem, but we would have to wait. Two hours later, they

Flow Regulators

came proudly marching out — with the wrong bag. As I
write this, Marjan is in Croatia with her kids, still without
her bag, and with a secondary wardrobe. Lord knows if the
other passenger got their bag back.
Anyway, the intent of this introduction was to share my
trip to London, and what I learned about British plumbing.
Instead, I will have to share from memory when I designed
projects there in the late 80s coupled with some tidbits I
found on the internet.
For many years, residential water piping in England was
required to be piped directly to the kitchen sink cold tap and
then to a cistern in the attic. From there it was piped to the
water heater and other fixtures. The only fixture considered
safe to drink from was the kitchen sink cold tap because the
water in the cistern was potentially dirty. Water pressure at
the fixtures was notoriously low due to the low elevation of
the attic cistern.
Waste piping was equally strange. Fixtures other than
water closets were piped indirectly to the waste system,
and waste piping was frequently piped exposed outside on
the rear of the house. I can only guess that this was done
because the buildings were so old that when they were built
they didn’t have plumbing, and when it was added, it was
easier to install it outside than inside the walls.

For drinking
water sytems
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As the waste pipes are collected below grade the pipes
combine in an inspection chamber, which is an octopuslike fitting that has an access cover to grade. From this one
access point, up to eight conjoining pipes can be inspected
and cleaned out as required. Indirect wastes from the gray
water fixtures spill to what we would refer to as a hub drain
prior to making a connection to the inspection chamber.
Storm drains also connected to the hub drains before being
piped to a combined storm and sanitary sewer system.
Some parts of England have separate sewers, so in those
parts these two systems would not be combined.
If you have traveled to London and stayed in some of the
older buildings, you may have found inconveniences such
as separate cold and hot water taps, which make it very
difficult to wash with warm water. The house I grew up in
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Designer’s Guide
outside New York City had these old taps from 1928, so I
am all but too familiar with how challenging they are to use.
Some of the older hotels and apartments required that
you deposit a British pound coin into a controller that
would then heat the hot water 30 minutes later in order to
take a warm bath.
So yes, the residential plumbing of Old England left
something to be desired. Being half British, I do not say
this as an insult. After all, they were dealing with plumbing
challenges before America had even been discovered by the
western world.
Last, I was involved in commercial design in London for
the Bishopsgate Development in the late 80s; there were
still elements of Old England in their code. Every building
required three water cisterns, one for domestic, one for fire
sprinkler and one for fire standpipe. I don’t know if their
code has changed since then, but it’s interesting to note how
very old code can carry over to more modern code. ●
Timothy Allinson holds a BSME from Tufts University
and an MBA from New York University. He is a professional
engineer licensed in both mechanical and fire protection
engineering in various states, and is a LEED accredited
professional. Allinson is a past-president of ASPE, both the
New York and Orange County chapters. He can be reached
at lagunatictim@gmail.com.
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Legionella Prevention: Part 1
How to mitigate.
By John Gregory

O

n July 21, 1976, the 58th Annual American Legion
Convention was held in Philadelphia. More than
600 Legionnaires stayed at the luxurious BellevueStratford Hotel, where a day after the convention, several
of the Legionnaires came down with what appeared to be
pneumonia-like symptoms.
By the time the outbreak was over, 221 of them contracted the unknown disease, and 34 of them died.
It took six months before the CDC could identify the
type of bacteria that caused the outbreak, which they
found out was spread through the air-conditioning cooling
towers.
A little known fact is that when the scientists worked
backward to determine if similar outbreaks had been
caused by the same strain of bacterium, they discovered
that 78 people who worked at the Hormel Foods meat
packing plant in Austin, Minnesota were affected 19
years earlier. There were several other cases uncovered
as well, including one in 1965 when 81 people contracted
Legionella (L-pneumophila) and 14 people died.
Later in 1968 in Pontiac, Michigan, 144 people contracted a mild illness that was eventually called “Pontiac
Fever;” it was later traced back to the air-conditioning
system. Pontiac Fever is primarily caused by Legionella
pneumophila. There was another outbreak in 1974, at the
very same Bellevue-Stratford hotel that brought attention
to this serious issue. The list goes on, and continues to
occur around the world today.
What these outbreaks all have had in common were
the air-conditioning cooling towers, showers, spas and
domestic water systems were in varying degrees. Through
the years,
ASHRAE and ASPE have continued to develop ways
of controlling or mitigating the bacterium that causes
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Legionella (L-pneumophila), which is commonly found
in a facility’s domestic water supply and eventually the
mechanical systems’ make-up water. The most common
way of contracting Legionella is by inhalation or aspiration of contaminated water. The CDC and WHO organization say it usually takes between two and ten days
to incubate, and that it’s not transmitted from person to
person, although there has been a recent claim of being
transmitted person to person.
One of the most important ways to control Legionella is
through maintenance. If a facility fails to maintain its control measures that are in place, the risk of having an outbreak increases daily. Monitoring and recording required
data will lead to early detection and mitigation efforts.
So how do we achieve a collaborative health care design
when it comes to Legionella? For starters, it requires
educating ourselves by reading articles like this one and
discussing it with our colleagues. In this article, I have
identified the design guides and directives for use; the
systems effected; design considerations; documenting;
and mitigation. In the next two articles, I will provide a
side-by-side comparison listing pros and cons of each to
consider.
Design guides:
“ASHRAE 188 Legionellosis: Risk Management for
Building Water Systems” discusses environmental conditions that promote the growth of Legionella and ways to
control it. Also look at “ASHRAE 12-2000: Minimizing
the Risks of Legionellosis Associated with Building Water
Systems.”
ASPE handbook 2010-2011 chapter 6 on domestic hot
water design, and chapter 11 discuss growth ranges and
mitigation methods for controlling Legionella.
The VA Directive 1061 provides a means and
methods approach to controlling Legionella.
As of June 2, 2017, CMS issued a Legionella
reduction memo. This memorandum directs
general hospitals, critical access hospitals and
long-term care facilities to develop and adhere
to policies and procedures that inhibit microbial
growth in building water systems.
The CDC still requires facilities to only test
water systems during an outbreak of two or
more cases or after one case in a transplant unit.
The CDC states on its website that: “There is
no evidence-based consensus recommendation
regarding routine testing for Legionella for the
prevention of Legionellosis; as many research
gaps exist. However, if testing is performed
and Legionella is found, a plan should be in
place regarding the actions needed to eliminate
Legionella from the water system.”
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Collaborative Health Care Design
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Hospitals in the UK test quarterly
for Legionella by culturing water
systems. This is considered a proactive approach, whereas the CDC has
taken a reactive approach. The CDC
is expected to fall in line with the rest
of the guidelines, and recommend
that ASHRAE 188 be used in upcoming updates.
The following 21 areas and systems are where Legionella has been
found to cause outbreaks each year.
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Areas and systems:
• Hot- and cold-water
storage tanks
• Water heaters
• Water-hammer arrestors
• Pipes, valves and fittings
• Expansion tanks
• Water filters
• Electronic and manual faucets
• Aerators
• Faucet flow restrictors
• Shower heads and hoses
• Centrally installed misters,
atomizers, air-washers and
humidifiers
• Non-steam aerosol-generating
humidifiers
• Eyewash stations
• Ice machines
• Hot tubs/saunas
• Decorative fountains
• Cooling towers
•Medical devices (such as CPAP
machines, hydrotherapy
equipment, bronchoscopes and
heater-cooler units)
• Incoming cold water with
temperatures over 67
degrees Fahrenheit
• Hot water recirculation systems
• Stagnation in distribution and
branch lines to areas that see
little use
The design considerations listed
below are the most common mitigation and protection systems being
used around the world today to
control Legionella. I will cover this
more in depth in part two of this
three-part series.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:
• Protect incoming water using
various approved
methods: Copper silver
ionization
• Chlorine dioxide

• Hyperchlorination
• Super heating system
• Ozone
• Monochloramine
• Water heating and return
temperatures
• Cold water return viability
• Fixture distance from
recirculating or active main
Recording and mitigation sections
are an important part of the new
CMS requirements and ASHRAE
documentation process. Everything
I am covering in this series will be
submitted to the CMS, VA, DNV or
JCAHO.
Recording:
• Source water quality readings
• Heating source temperature
readings
• Floor levels
• Furthest point readings.
• BMS / BACNET
• Wireless to BMS
• Portable recording unit
• Mitigation:
• Copper silver ionization
• Chlorine dioxide
• Hyper-chlorination
• Super heating
• Ultra violet light
• Monochloramine
• Ozone
Remember to challenge your colleagues and challenge me. But most
of all, challenge yourself when it
comes to learning all you can about
this issue. It is, unfortunately, on
the rise. ●
John Gregory, mechanical coordinator in HDR’s Phoenix architecture studio, has 28 years of experience in medical gas systems design
and inspections, process piping,
plumbing and fire protection systems design for multiple business
classes. He coordinates projects
with HDR’s clients, and he supervises team members on plumbing,
process piping, fire protection and
medical gas systems. John is a certified medical gas inspector NITC
6020. He serves on the NFPA 99
Technical Committee for piping and
installation, and he is a co-chair of
the P.I.P.E. Medical Gas Committee
in Arizona. He can be reached at
john.gregory@hdrinc.com.
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By Sarah Cimarusti

Spotlight:

Southland Engineering
Design-build contractor
offers full line of MEPF
engineering services.

T

his month, we’re spotlighting Southland Industries’
engineering side, and how the company, which
began as a Southern California-based supplier of
residential heating solutions, has grown to encompass a
variety of markets and industries.
Southland Industries was founded in 1949 and built
around a design-build-maintain model, which allowed for
greater project customization. The model served as the
building blocks that would offer customers practical, individualized solutions, and earn Southland a reputation as one
of the top design-build firms in the nation.
Southland Industries’ engineering business — Southland
Engineering — provides mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and fire protection (MEPF) engineering services
for hospitals, data centers, manufacturing facilities and
more. The team has offices in seven locations including
Los Angeles; Washington, D.C.; San Francisco; Portland,
Oregon; Phoenix; Las Vegas and Cleveland, totaling more
than 300 employees.
Southland Engineering offers consulting services that
span the entire life cycle of a facility including master planning, engineering and system design, detailed coordination,
construction administration and commissioning. It leverages technology such as Building Information Modeling
(BIM), energy modeling and computational fluid dynamics
to inform decisions and streamline workflow. The team
prides itself on “creating innovative engineered solutions
that are cost-effective, construction-ready and maintainable.”
Plumbing Engineer spoke with Mike McLaughlin, who
is an executive vice president of Southland Industries and
responsible for leading Southland Engineering.

projects and solve challenging issues. To meet this need, we
created Southland Engineering.

Plumbing Engineer (PE): What prompted Southland to
start an engineering firm? Walk us through its inception.
Mike McLaughlin (ML): For over 30 years, Southland
has had in-house engineering capabilities that have helped
establish it as a premier design-build contractor. We recognized that some clients were not ready to engage Southland
as a turn-key design-build contractor, but were still in need
of our unique engineering capabilities to help shape their

PE: Can you take us through some of your team’s biggest challenges over the last couple of months?
ML: Most people know Southland as a design-build
contractor and are not yet aware that we are offering
engineering services independent of our construction and
facility services. Getting the word out about our unique
engineering offering has been challenging, however, we
have added dedicated engineering business developers that
will improve our contacts in the AEC industry.
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PE: Since your recent startup, how has Southland
Engineering already begun to position itself as an engineering firm that seeks to break traditional molds?
ML: Southland Engineering creates solutions that are
innovative, cost-responsible, constructable and maintainable. We do this with in-house capabilities not available to
the traditional consulting engineer. First, we have access to
real-time cost data, which informs and enables our teams
to design solutions to meet the budgets of our clients — no
surprises. Second, our legacy and expertise in construction
informs our designs so they are easier to build and safer to
install — resulting in lower first costs. Third, we integrate
feedback from our facility operators to ensure our solutions are energy-efficient and easy to maintain and operate.
Together, this knowledge allows us to be innovative and
create solutions that achieve the performance expectations
of our clients at the lowest total cost.
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Southland
PE: Discuss a recent project(s). How did you work
with the customer through their goals of performance,
energy, sustainability, quality, time, resources, etc.?
What was unique and challenging about the project(s)?
ML: We had a data center client that engaged Southland

Engineering for mechanical engineering services for new 22
MW facility. Their initial request was to utilize the mechanical design that was used on a previous facility. When our
team looked at the proposed design, they recognized that
the client was missing out on potential benefits and cost
savings, and suggested a different mechanical system with
improved performance. The owner commissioned a study
to investigate the alternatives and as a result, we identified
a new mechanical and electrical solution that saved $20
million in construction costs for the owner, while improving system performance, reliability and reducing ongoing
operating and maintenance cost. Southland Engineering’s
willingness to reassess the project and propose new solutions to the client — informed by the technical, cost and
construction expertise we bring to our work — resulted in
a long-term partnership with the owner for their subsequent
facilities.
PE: What values and philosophies are most important
to your firm?
ML: We have seven core values that guide our business: People, Integrity, Collaboration, Accountability,
Safety, Innovation and Sustainability. Taken together, these
values inform a company-wide culture that compels us to
help our clients solve their most difficult challenges by
understanding their needs, using a collaborative process to
find the best solutions, and holding ourselves accountable
to do what we say we will do.
PE: What are some of your capabilities in areas like
computational fluid dynamics and BIM? How do they
stand out?
ML: We have a dedicated in-house staff of computational
fluid dynamics CFD experts that use this technology to
validate some of our innovative solutions. One example is
our use of CFD on the new Mercedes Benz Stadium for the
Atlanta Falcons. The original design distributed air through
large ductwork located directly above the playing field
(nearly 300 feet in the air). Through CFD, we modeled an
alternative distribution approach that confirmed the thermal
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performance of the system, but saved millions of dollars in
cost and allowed for a safer installation of the ductwork by
installation crews.
We have invested substantially over the years to leverage
the full power of Building Information Modeling across
all phases of a project cycle. This includes using a single
model for both design and construction, and eliminates
significant waste in the value stream for the client as well
as model content of real parts and pieces — improving our
coordination capabilities. The single model approach also
allows our engineering team to integrate construction modelers to improve the constructability of the design.
PE: What has been some of the overall feedback so
far?
ML: Most of the feedback is very positive. Architects
and owners have grown tired of the traditional design-thenvalue engineer approach of most projects. They are looking
for a partner that is more collaborative, provides leadership
and delivers results that are good for the client and the entire
team.
PE: There are a lot of moving parts in light of recent
national (as well as international) conversations on
sustainability. What are some recent industry conversations you’ve been apart of that you can share, and
what is your position?
ML: We are committed to making decisions that enable
our clients to achieve the goals they desire. As an organization, we are also committed to conserving our natural
resources as we believe it is the right thing to do. We have
found that through an innovative, collaborative approach,
we typically can satisfy often-competing goals of conservation and cost, without sacrificing quality or performance.
PE: Are there any recent developments, events, training, etc. that you’d like to share?
ML: We are big advocates for Lean and are an active
member of the Lean Construction Institute. I encourage everyone to attend the LCI Congress in Anaheim,
California where they can hear first-hand about how we
continue to adopt and implement lean thinking throughout
our business.
PE: What is in the woodworks for 2017? What are
some of your goals?
ML: Our goals for 2017 include expanding our presence
in the health care, data center and manufacturing markets.
Southland has significant experience in these areas and can
help owners and architects create better value.
PE: Is there anything else you’d like our readers to
know?
ML: Thank you for the help in getting the word out about
our new approach to engineering. Southland is always
seeking top-shelf employees that share our mindset as we
continue to grow, and look forward to discussing our capabilities with clients who are looking for something new.
For more information visit www.southlandeng.com. ●
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Of Moose and Men
IAPMO’s 88th Annual Conference
heads to Alaska.

By Kyle Milnamow

P

eople tend to find themselves traveling north to experience the fun that is the fall season. This September,
many International Association of Plumbing and
Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) members will travel to the
northern most point in the U.S. themselves for the annual
conference in Alaska.
The 88th Annual IAPMO Conference will be hosted
in Anchorage, Alaska from Sept. 24-28. Taking place at
the Captain Cook Hotel, this year’s conference will unite
members for plenty of learning opportunities in a unique
location.
The conference will focus on education and business.
Whether it is on a golf course or in the convention center,
IAPMO members will dive into knowledge-building exercises and networking activities.
While there will be veterans of the industry in attendance, IAPMO also has made an effort to attract more firsttime attendees through a recruitment program. IAPMO

IAPMO members gather to learn about SharkTech
Academy’s products at the 2016 IAPMO Conference and
Expo.
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developed the Attendee Recruitment Program to help
members even more, extending a discount to existing
those who recruit someone to attend. IAPMO’s goal is to
welcome people who have never, or not recently attended
a conference.
“One of the most exciting things is seeing more and more
new faces each year, and we continue to reach out across
the industry for members who are willing to get involved in
the organization by volunteering on committees, or participating in the code development process,” says DJ Nunez,
IAPMO president. “The IAPMO Board of Directors is
committed to recruiting and retaining the brightest young
talent our industry can offer, and staff is very much in
touch with that mission, as demonstrated by the recent hire
of Social Media Coordinator Chris Sanchez and his efforts
#ReachingMillennials.”
For those attending for the first time, they should be
familiar with local codes, which can be found on the
IAPMO website.
“As always, it is important to be recognized as someone
willing to expand their knowledge by investing in their
careers. The attendees are eager to discuss issues relevant
to the jurisdictions,” says Duane Huisken, senior vice president of marketing and communication at IAPMO.
Before members can learn about the industry from different experts, they will get a little lesson on how to handle an
Alaskan golf course.
The 2017 Roscoe King Memorial golf tournament will
take place at the Anchorage Golf Course. The course will
allow members to converse and check out wildlife such as
moose, fox, waterfowl and maybe even a bear. The course
highlights Anchorage Skyline and Chugach mountain range
in Alaska’s “Anchorage Bowl.” Each winning team receiving $100 per player. There will also be prizes for second
and third place teams.
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IAPMO
President Bruce Pfeiffer addressing the membership
at the opening session

Come Monday morning, competitors on the golf course
will again be peers as they gather to listen to this year’s keynote speaker, Lance Mackey, teach IAPMO members how
to demonstrate determination and overcome difficulties.
Mackey is a four-time champion of the Iditarod from
2007-2010, something that has never been done before. He
has also completed the Yukon Quest four years in a row, and
is the only man to win multiple 1000-mile competitions.
Mackey achieved this after battling Stage IV throat
cancer, which cost him his left index finger and his teeth.
Now cancer-free, Mackey has been inducted into the Alaska
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Sports Hall of Fame, and he has appeared on sports television programs around the world highlighting his amazing
story.
“Many see me as an inspiration and a hero,” Mackey
says. “To me, however, I’m just a guy who lives on a mountain with my 70 best friends and succeeded in the sport I
love in the state in which I was born. I’m a hardworking,
ordinary guy; a dog racer, cancer survivor, former commercial fisherman, summer race car driver, and proud father of
a new baby boy who has given me yet another reason to
give my all in everything I do,” Mackey says.
After educational sessions each day, there will be events
that allow for members to meet up once again. Monday
will wrap up with welcome dinners in a winter wonderland
theme, while Wednesday’s outing takes members to the
Alaska Native Heritage Center, a renowned cultural center
and museum in Anchorage, where all visitors can expand
their understanding of Alaska's Indigenous people.
“It fills me with great pride to be part of IAPMO’s progress, and I can’t wait to reunite in Anchorage for another
eventful education and business conference,” Nunez says.
“I look forward to seeing all my old friends, make many
new ones and encourage each of them to lend their voice
and vote as we complete our next code development cycle.”
To learn more about this year’s conference, visit www.
iapmo.org. l
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From Wastewater
to Biomass

With proper treatment, wastewater
can have beneficial reuses.
By Christopher García

T

he Law of Conservation of Matter states: Matter is
not created or destroyed, it only becomes. Is there
a link between such law, wastewater and biomass?
As it is well known, biomass is understood as any
element obtained by photosynthesis, which can be
transformed into a useful fuel for the human being.
Traditionally, agricultural waste has been used for this
purpose, because it cannot be used in other activities,
though it still has a significant caloric volume that makes
it an adequate alternative to other fuels, contaminant or
nonrenewable, such as carbon and petroleum derivatives.
On the other hand, wastewater is understood as the
water that has been negatively affected by human usage.
It is usually classified under domestic and urban, industrial or mining liquid wastes, or water that has mixed

Residual sludge
resulting from
wastewater
treatment.
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with any of them (rainwater or natural water). The Food
and Agriculture Administration defines wastewater as
“water with no immediate value for the purpose in which
it was used nor for the purpose it was produced for, due
to its quality, quantity or to the moment it was disposed
of. However, wastewater of a user can be supplied to
another user in another place.”
This type of water can be reused for irrigation or sanitary purposes after being treated and cleaned. But even
the wastewater that is not reused must be cleaned on a
water treatment plant, before being poured into natural
bodies of water; otherwise, it can cause pollution issues.
Once treated, wastewater flows to rivers or seas, or to
other places where it can be used in other processes. But
what happens to the solids extracted from wastewater at
the treatment plants?
Wastewater treatment plants usually produce sludge
during the final stage of the process; around 0.25 percent to 12 percent of the sludge’s weight is solid. The
sludge taken out from wastewater has to be stabilized,
thickened and disinfected, before it can be taken to final
disposition.
This process, however, is not mandatory in Mexico,
due to the lack of an appropriate regulation. In fact, the
majority of the resulting sludge is used as landfill, which
causes severe pollution problems and disease risks to
the surrounding population. At the same time, the currently available wastewater treatment plants are not
enough. “Only a few towns have had the vision to clean
wastewater from its main pollutant: human usage,” says
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Biomass

Integral Sludge Thermal Drying System

Mario Escarcega, general manager of Bienes Ecologicos
(BIEECO).
This is the point where biomass and wastewater connect. BIEECO’s representative points out that around
400 tons of sludge are produced daily in Mexico, and
they are taken to landfills but could become biomass.
“If the sludge was treated, we could obtain pellets with
a really good caloric volume, which could be used for
other processes.”
The company located in Nuevo Leon has thrusted the
implementation of a technology to desiccate sludge and
use it as fuel (biomass), instead of discarding it. At present, the company, along with local authorities, is developing a project in Monterrey to clean sewage sludge
and transform it into biofuel, which will be used by the
regional cement factories as a token of political will by
the government and businessmen.

Residual sludge on a landfill
76/Plumbing Engineer
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Such technology has been in use in Europe for some
years now, but it is only recently arriving in Mexico.
Though its participation on a national scale is low, the
first projects are already in process — a good sign, as
this will allow the elimination of landfills and related
problems, while at the same time it will offer the industries less contaminant fuels.
“Landfills where such sludge is confined can be
eliminated. The use of coal coke at the cement factories,
which produces carbon dioxide, a Greenhouse Gas, can
be eliminated. The administration of this resource can be
done without affecting the life quality of future generations,” Escarcega says.
Currently, BIEECO’s most important project is taking
place at the wastewater treatment plant Dulces Nombres,
in Pesqueria, Nuevo León. A $28 million budget will
allow the project to treat wastewater in the state. The
plant is expected to be completed and operating in
December 2017.
How does the system work?
The technology, of Spanish manufacture, is known
as Integral Sludge Thermal Drying System (ISTDS).
This system is made of different elements, which are
in charge of extracting water from the sludge to obtain
the dry material. All the elements of the system are built
on site at each treatment plant, and their characteristics
depend on the infrastructure and needs of the plant.
A series of single actions develop the whole process.
It requires the participation of a sludge drying system;
systems to store and transport dehydrated sludge to the
driers; a storage and transportation system to ship dry
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Manifolds or home-run systems
offer a variety of benefits:
• Provides a central location to control fixtures individually.
• Delivers hot water more quickly to fixtures.
• Saves installers time and money with longer, continuous runs of PEX pipe and fewer fittings.
• Reduces the possibility of leaks with long runs and fewer connections.
• Lessens temperature and pressure fluctuations to control scalding.
• Ensures quiet operation with smoother bends and turns which reduces line noise.
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Biomass
Detail of a wastewater treatment plant

sludge; a heating system; a biogas treating system, and
auxiliary systems needed to get a fully functional whole.
In general, the process has four stages: reception
and extrusion, conveyor belts, drying and final product.
During the first stage, the sludge is put on a collecting
hopper, from which it passes to the shaping system that
distributes the product along the conveyor belt to allow
for an easy flow of air through the product. During the
second stage, the conveyor belts get the sludge into a
tunnel, where the sludge has to remain still to avoid the
generation of dust and blockages.
The third stage (drying) is performed by fans that blow
Useful biomass obtained from dried sludge.

hot dry air at a temperature of 185 F to 194 F in a closed
circuit. As the temperature remains below the boiling
point, risks are low and the system can take advantage
of the residual heat from other processes — for example,
the burning of biogas, part of water treatment processes
— to ultimately reduce costs and the need of other
resources. Finally, dry sludge is stored in 52-gallon containers and sent to the clients to use it as biofuel.
The life of service of the systems, says Mario
Escarcega, is 25 years, as long as its different elements
receive appropriate maintenance. After the appropriate training, which is the company provides before the
system begins working, the ISTDS needs two people to
operate it.
Mario Escarcega points out that the project they are
currently developing can become a referent for future
projects. The initial investment and lack of appropriate
regulation make the expansion of such solutions difficult. However, its benefits to the environment, to the
population and to the industry itself could tranform this
situation. ●
This article was originally published in our sister
publication, Especificar, TMB Publications’ leading B2B
Mexican magazine for plumbing, HVACR, hydronic and
fire protection contractors, engineers and wholesalers.
Especificar was launched in January 2017. Read more
articles like this at especificarmag.com.mx.
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CommercialScale Residence
in New Jersey
Long-term project
reflects hydronic
firm's success.
By Walter Hackett, Controls Division Manager,
manufacturer’s rep firm, Bensalem PA-based,
B. J. Terroni Co., Inc.

R

oberto Mazzoni, once a relatively new radiant
heat installer, describes his nervous anticipation
of an award ceremony held by the Radiant Panel
Association (RPA*). The year was 2004, and RPA’s meeting was being held at the new trade center in Boston.
He recalled an animated and hilarious point/counterpoint exchange between RPA member/installer Dave
Yates, and business guru, Ellen Rohr.
“That was my first RPA meeting,” Mazzoni said. “Those
two had the entire room of 200-some people in stitches. I
was amazed at how much fun people could have, while at
the same time improve their skills and learn from others. It
was a great event ... until it was time to announce RPA’s
installation awards. That’s when I developed a giant ‘gulp’
in my throat.”
Roberto and Luis (Lou) Mazzoni’s RPA award entry for
Franklinville, New Jersey-based Polartemp Inc., described
their work at a commercial facility that begun in 2003 and
completed in 2004. The job entailed the use of 7 miles of
5/8-inch radiant tubing to heat 26,400 square feet of space
for a computer remanufacturing facility.
As vice president and part owner for the firm,
Roberto Mazzoni did most of the work on the awards
submission, so Lou Mazzoni, president of the company,
suggested he go the RPA event while he “held down the
ranch.”
Roberto Mazzoni’s anxiety grew as he watched each
residential award winner step up to the podium to say a
few words about their work. “I didn’t want to speak before
the group. Ours was only a first-time entry, and I didn’t
feel worthy of recognition. I began to regret the submission,” he said.
The commercial awards came next.
“I was relieved when the third-place award was given
to another firm; that was the award – if any– I felt might
fit our entry. Then they turned their attention to the second award, and suddenly I realized if the third place entry
wasn’t ours, then we could be the second position. I began
to sweat,” Mazzoni recalled.
He said, “Relief swept over me when the second award
was given to another firm, and I relaxed, enjoying the
80/Plumbing Engineer

Brothers Robert (below) and Lou
Mazzoni take a rare moment on the
jobsite to pose for a photo.“This is
what we do best,” said Lou Mazzoni.

installer’s description of how they completed a really fine
job.”
“And then it hit me,” he continued. “There was one
more award to go – first place. Then I wondered if this is
what the beginning of a heart attack might feel like.”
“That’s when Ellen Rohr opened an envelope and
said, ‘RPA’s first place commercial award for 2004 goes
to Polartemp, represented by Roberto Mazzoni!’”
“Everyone saw that I was a bit tongue-tied, but they
didn’t mind,” he continued. “What began as a real mess
for me ended with wave after wave of relief and a feeling
September 2017
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Commercial

A Polartemp installer
makes duct connections
for a hydronic fan coil unit.

of complete support from a group of my peers.”
He said, “How crazy it is that we can go from fear and
self-rejection to absolute joy in such a short time?”
Years after the award, Mazzoni’s confidence
in Polartemp’s work has grown. “The award was like a jolt
of confidence, exactly when we needed it most,” Mazzoni
said. “We’ve since leveraged that experience and skill,
into many new, ever-more complex, demanding jobs.”
Thirteen years later
“It seems like a long time ago, and yesterday at the
same time,” recalled Mazzoni of that moment in Boston.
Recently, Roberto Mazzoni stood next to his brother,
Lou Mazzoni, as jobsite sounds emanated from a big custom home project behind them – their latest project. There,
on the New Jersey coast, a magnificent beach home was
their 10- or 12-hour a day home-away-from-home.
Polartemp’s entire crew of six installation pros were
many months into the job, with many more to go.
According to Roberto, their father, Luis G. Mazzoni,
started the firm in 1971 with a focus more on refrigerantbased cooling systems, including grocery store, bar
and tavern work. “It was a fascination with refrigerant
flow that drew us into hydronic work, especially radiant
heat,” Roberto Mazzoni explained.
At this coastal New Jersey project, the day’s itinerary
involved my meeting with Roberto and Lou Mazzoni; the
goal: making refinements to the 30-ton geothermal waterPlumbing Engineer
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to-water control strategy.
Commercial-scale residence
At this jobsite, Polartemp installed a bank of Taco
ECM-powered pumps controlling flow for water-to-water
geothermal systems that work in concert with hydro-air as
the home’s main source of heat, tied to outdoor reset. All
of these interact routinely with a Wi-Fi-enabled home
automation system and iWorX controls for HVAC functions.
It sounds a bit daunting, but it isn’t. If we look at its
many parts, it appears more like a commercial job than a
home. But when we tear it down to essentials, this system
is sensible and logical, too.
Roberto and Lou Mazzoni had concerns initially, but
they worked through it together.
A few questions lingered, and that’s why I met with
them. The brothers and I turned our attention to controls
for the three, 10-ton Carrier geothermal heat pumps – tied
to one of two automated Skidmore glycol injection fill
systems – while other members of the Polartemp team
installed ducted Loyes Industries fire dampers, and artfully-installed insulated sheet metal duct runs to more of the
concealed ceiling delivery ports.
On the home’s upper level, Roberto Mazzoni later
explained that every duct ended at one of more than a
60-supply ports/terminations that would deliver geothermal water-to-air heat, or cooling.
September 2017/81
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Commercial

On the left, two Taco in-line 1900 VFD pumps provide
circulation for the home’s extensive geoexchange system.
On the right is seen part of the home’s field-constructed
manifold providing fluid delivery to and from multiple fan
coil units.

All of the air delivery ports, which they fabricated out
of metal into wide, 2- to 5-foot long terminations, are
disguised by 12-inch high crown molding in every room
and hallway of the home – there for aesthetic reasons, but
also to hide the HVAC terminations. The crown molding is installed 1 inch below the ceiling to both hide and
direct gentle airflow evenly throughout interior spaces.
The homeowner has chosen to highlight this detail with
low-voltage LED accent lighting.
A GC’s appreciation
Stonewood Builders LLC owner Jim Card, who is the
GC and master conductor on this jobsite, said that this
style of home and scope of work, is their forté.
“We build custom beach-style homes for very discriminating customers – folks who want the very best, and then
more,” he said. “We’ve grown into this work and enjoy
its complexity – but only when the right subs know their
craft, as Polartemp does. They’ve taken every challenge in
stride. Their mechanical work is the best I’ve seen.
“This is the toughest home I’ve ever framed, and I’ve
framed hundreds of homes over 30 years in the trade,”
Card added. “That says a lot about the complexity of the
design, and the structural support for it with a lot of concrete and steel.”
That aspect of the job – especially the plentiful use
of steel – challenges the task of providing sophisticated,
uncompromising HVAC solutions.
“So, when I review Polartemp’s work here and see
how they solved the problems they encountered, I was
impressed,” Card said. “They’re the most exacting and
detailed mechanical contracting firm I’ve ever dealt with.”

heating, and even a large, whole-house generator. All are
hidden from view.
“That’s just one of the interesting facets of this home,”
Lou Mazzoni said. “We’ve never worked on a project
where the homeowner went to such extremes to make
these things invisible. But hey – it’s helped us sharpen
our skills.”
Throughout the home, braided cables protrude from
ceiling-level ducts, or at elaborate trim around windows. The DuroDyne cable-operated volume dampers will
terminate at hidden-in-wall sensors tied to the hydronic
and HVAC system’s control network.
“All are hidden to eliminate the need for thermostats,” Roberto Mazzoni said. “Think of it: 18 zones and
no t-stats.”
Even the home’s main, two-room mechanical space
is covertly located, tucked between main living spaces,
accessed by what appears to be a simple closet door.
Open the door, and the “invisibility” theme is apparent: systems aren’t to be seen, heard or felt. Thick, foam
insulation is combined with further sound-deadening batting. Equipment rests on seismic flotation and sound-isolating supports to assure that what little sound or vibration
may come from hydronic flow or geothermal operation
won’t escape into living spaces.
And, for extra safety, both adjoining rooms sit on large
shower pans — sloped, waterproof floor surfaces, each
with a large drain.
In the first mechanical room is a 299 MBH Weil
McLain mod-con boiler, a back-up heat source to the geo
heat.
Nearby, is another of the Skidmore glycol injection
systems; this one serving the load-side of the 250-gallon geoexchange solution. Next to that is an LG waterTwin Taco 90-gallon expansion
tanks serve the home’s 30-ton
geothermal ground loop network.

Mechanical invisibility
The surprise to visitors of the home, when it’s completed, will be the absence of visible system details –
such as wall thermostats, ducted supply or return vents,
bump-outs for ductwork, equipment like pool filtration or
82/Plumbing Engineer
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Here’s a “cutaway” glimpse
into the simple source of infloor, in-seat comfort in one
of the home’s showers.

Roberto Mazzoni examines their
hydronic fan coil manifold, deliberately constructed to save space in
the tight mechanical space.

to-refrigerant heat pump compressor unit that receives
36,000 geothermal BTUs serving three air handlers – one
in each mechanical space, and one in an audio-visual
control room.
Beside these is a 120-gallon Lochinvar buffer tank and
90-gallon Taco expansion tank, each serving the loadside of the extensive hydronic system. There’s also a
Taco 4900 air separator and pressure gauge, also on the
hydronic system’s load side.
Just beyond this space is a larger room where three
10-ton Carrier water-to-water geothermal systems are
placed.
Flow for the hidden supply and return lines is governed
by three, primary Taco ECM 00e VR20 pumps on each
inlet (source side), and three 00e VR15 secondary pumps
on the outlet (load) side. This is where the geoexchange
field sends or accepts BTUs via flow to and from 11 deep
and fully-grouted geothermal boreholes.
The eye then moves left to right to see big, three-inch
copper lines and a pair of Taco horizontal, in-line 1900
VFD (variable frequency drive)-operated pumps. This
is the business end of the big, 30-ton geoexchange system. The Delta-T Taco 1900s operate in lead-lag mode,
tied to an iWorX pump sequencing module that controls
operation. Each of the two geothermal pump’s flow varies based on a pre-set load and temperature Delta-T.
Impressive though this may be, an admirer of mechanical art is quickly drawn further to the right.
Here, an artful, multi-dimensional, 18-zone copper
manifold calls for attention. It’s an elaborately piped,
field-installed primary-secondary hydronic arrangement
where flow for hydronic system fluids – tied to 18 remote,
hydro-air coils – is managed. The intricately sculpted nest
of one-inch copper lines support 18 supply-side Taco cirPlumbing Engineer
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culators – 006s, 007s and 008s, depending on the length
of run and BTUs required by the equal number of Carrier
hydronic air handlers.
To the right of this copper- and pump-rich sculpture are
three Taco zone control panels to serve as the interface
between the circulator’s line voltage and Taco iWorX
building management system.
This is Roberto Mazzoni’s masterpiece. Every line is
precisely plumbed. Each pipe is spaced exactly on 3-1/2inch centers. Every circ has iso valves, and there’s not a
solder drip to be found.
“This was my solution to losing some space on the jobsite to the electrician, and the home automation pros,” said
Roberto. “We were presented with a challenge because
they needed some of the space we initially thought was
ours to occupy. It all worked out.”
Downstream from this, on the receiving end of outbound warmth are 18 Carrier air handlers, each with flow
governed by an energy-sipping Taco Zone Sentry zone
valve.
To the right of the zone control panels are the radiant heat manifolds. Nearby, three Taco Radiant Mixing
Blocks parcel-out hydronic heat for the floor warming
system, with a typical temperature range of between 80 F
and 90 F – though at a rare 0 F design temp will mix temps
up to 100 F – all depending on ambient temps received
from the outdoor reset control.
“A lot of time and attention goes into a job like this, and
our field fabrication work has to measure up to real scrutiny. But when I think back to our earlier years and this
accomplishment,” Lou Mazzoni concluded while pointing
to his sweatshirt’s left sleeve emblem with an RPA logo
and the words, ‘2004 Commercial Award Winner” – “I
know we’ve come a long way, and we can only look forward to new, more exciting times to come.” l
* Today the RPA is known as the Radiant Professionals
Alliance
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Product News
Saniflo Vitreous China
Toilet Bowls

The two floor-mounted vitreous china
toilet bowls are available with either
an elongated or round front. The new
bowls are being combined
with four current macerating
plumbing systems: Saniplus,
Saniaccess2, Saniaccess3
and Sanibest Pro. Meeting
the WaterSense labeling criteria and using
only 1.28
gallons per
flush (1.28
GPF), the
units carry
a one-year
warranty. Both
bowls feature
a wash-downstyle flushing
action with a 3-inch trapway. Both
bowls have a floor-to-rim height of
16.75 inches. The elongated model,
which measures 28.75 inches deep,
complies with the requirements of
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Both units include soft-close toilet
seats. www.saniflo.com

Zurn EZ1 Floor Drain System

The EZ1 floor drain system is available in cast iron or plastic and is
shipped complete and ready install
out of the box. The system provides
jobsite flexibility and is designed
for reliability. The product’s userfriendly design is intended to save
contractors up to 14 minutes per
drain installation. Both the cast iron
and plastic versions are crafted to
remain durable for the entire product
lifecycle, standing up to continuous
wear and tear. The product includes
an easy post-pour adjustment, tilt
accessory package, and an integrated
strainer. This drain offers contractors
ease of installation and is built for the
long haul. www.zurn.com

American Standard
Pintbrook Urinal

The Pintbrook urinal is constructed
of durable vitreous china. The wallmount, high-efficiency urinal operates in the range of 0.125 to 0.5
gallons per flush (gpf) and meets
all 2016 California water restriction regulations, including CalGreen
and CEC compliance. The urinal
is WaterSense-certified. For facilities requiring lower water usage, this
0.125 gpf model is a suitable alternative to the Allbrook 0.5 gpf urinal.
Keeping user comfort in mind, this
urinal is designed with a deep bowl
and splash protection contours. It is a
¾-inch top spud urinal that includes
two wall hangers, a 2-inch NPT outlet spud, and a strainer.
www.americanstandard-us.com

Powerex WhisperVAC
Enclosed Claw Vacuum System

The WhisperVAC Enclosed Claw
Vacuum system is for medical, laboratory and industrial applications. The
technology reduces sound intensity
while ensuring
that the vacuum pumps
are properly
cooled
and
operate well
within acceptable temperature
ranges.
The systems
can be placed
with
every
other piece of
equipment.
Each enclosure
fits through a
36-inch door.
powerexinc.com
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SEMCO NEUTON
Pump Module

The NEUTON–Multiple Zone is a
controlled chilled beam pump module (CCBPM) capable of controlling
active chilled beams in up to five
small rooms in office buildings, hospitals, schools or other commercial
buildings. The product consists of
modified onboard software, combination temperature/humidity monitoring sensors and thermostatically
controlled hydronic valves, and an
original NEUTON CCBPM. The
product can control several chilled
beam spaces with similar heating/
cooling/humidity loads. It helps cut
project chilled beam control equipment and installation costs by 60 percent, while providing personalized air
comfort. This prevents cooling mode
condensation and heating season heat
stratification. www.semco.com

Bradley Corporation WashBar

Designed to enhance the fundamentals of hand-washing, the WashBar
is comprised of a single piece of
chrome-plated stainless steel that
combines soap, water and dryer in
one fixture. LED lighting and easyto-identify icons on the bar help the
user through the hand-washing process. The bar’s design complements
the OmniDeck’s sleek aesthetic, elevating its washroom flexibility. The
product’s technology saves on maintenance costs. The OmniDeck with
WashBar are ADA compliant, and
are ideal for washrooms in offices,
banks, museums, retail locations and
restaurants. www.bradleycorp.com
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Plumb-Tech Design
& Consulting Services, LLC
Plumbing, Piping, Fire Protection
and HVAC System Design; forensic investigations for mechanical
system failures; litigation support;
code and standard consulting;
and CAD services.
303 N. Monroe Street, Monroe,
MI 48162 Phone: (734) 755-1908,
ron@plumb-techllc.com
plumb-techllc.com

PHCPPros covers all aspects of
the plumbing, heating, cooling
and piping industry for 100,000
professional engineers,
distributors and contractors.

www.PHCPPros.com
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A linear drain that effectively prevents water
from cascading floor to floor during an
emergency egress to meet IBC Code 3007.3

Stainless Steel Threshold Drain™
Complies with International Building Codes
3007.3 Water protection.
The occupant evacuation elevator hoistway and
associated elevator landings shall be designed by an
approved method to prevent water from infiltrating
into the shaft enclosure

Fig. No. 9679

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For use in front of elevator doors and similar applications
Complies with 2013 CA building code 403.6.1, 3007.4
Third party certified to 100 gpm flow rate
ADA compliant
Heel proof
1 3/4” deep does not disturb post-tension slabs
304 Stainless Steel
Removable grating

90
90
Celebrating
Celebrating

P.O. Box 3237 • Montgomery, AL 36109
TEL: 334.277.8520

www.jrsmith.com
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A SPEEDY SETUP
Sold complete and ready to install,
EZ1 is an intuitive product that saves
contractors time and money.

LONG-TERM DURABILITY
Whether Cast Iron or Plastic,
EZ1 is crafted to stand up
against wear and tear over
the product’s lifecycle.

DESIGNED TO RUN
LIKE CLOCKWORK
EZ1’s integrated
engineering, which
includes an easy postpour adjustment and
tilt accessory package,
delivers high-level
functionality for
easy installation and
maintenance.

Introducing the EZ1
Contractors have waited long enough for a floor drain that’s easy to install and built for the long haul.
Zurn’s EZ1–available in cast iron and plastic–comes out of the box as a complete system, allows for postpour adjustment with an integrated strainer, provides job-site flexibility and maintains ongoing reliability.
Don’t hesitate. Make the EZ choice. Learn more at zurn.com/ez1
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